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The  two  chapters o£  this volume  deal with the past and 
the future  trend o£  computer  installation's in the  EEC 
countries and  the U.K •• 
Chapter £our  includes,  £or each country,  a  synthesis 
o£  all information available on  the  trends  o£  computer 
installations in the period 1962  - 1969, ·total and  by 
~ndustry. 
Chapter five contains forecasts ·o£  computer  total 
installations development,  by  number  anq  value,  with 
particular reference to extra-large computers  in the 
decade  1970  - 1980 • CHAPTER  IV. 
Development  trends  o£  the computer installations in 
the EEC  Countries  and  the United Kingdom  between 
1962  and 1969 1.  The  EEC  countries 
1,.1.  sources 
During  the last five years  the  topics  of  the  computer 
diffusion in. European· countries and of  the establishment of 
a  European computer  industry have  been widely discussed by 
international  and  national  (1 ),  public and private organi  -
zations  and  by  economic-technical literature  (2)  in debates  . 
about  the  technological  gap  between Europe  and  the us. 
The  sources of information available  to this respect are 
plentiful,  and  often the data reported therein are not  only 
difficult to compare,  but vary also greatly from  each other, 
opening  thus  the possibility to arrive at contradictory 
conclusions especially when  the extent  and  the  trend of 
the  gap  between Europe  and  the  US  are concerned.  Consequently, 
according  to some  of these  sources  (3),  the EEC  countries  and the 
UK  are behind  the  US  by  about  5  years  in its computer instal 
lations,  and  this delay tends  to remain una1 tered,  other · 
sources  (4)  affirm that this delay is even greater and  tends 
to increase,  while still others  (5)  think  that the delay will 
decrease. 
The  causes  for  these differences of . opinion lie in the 
(1)· OCDE- Les  ecarts  technologiques entre les pays membres: 
calculateurs electroniques,  March  1968 
(2)  Pierre Lhermitte - Le  pari informatique,  Paris 1968 
(3)  OCDE  - idem 
(4)  W.K.  De  Bruijn - Computers  in Europe  in 1966 
-Recent-developments in the European 
market.  Datamation, .January 1968 
(5)  Exp_ansion,  June 1969. 2. 
diversity o£  the criteria which  have  been chopen  by  the · 
various  sources £or their surveys.  The.largest discrepancy, 
however,is  due  to different  interpretati~n~ o£  the expression 
"installed computers" .(1). 
In this research the statistics o£  the Diebold Group  were 
·primarily used,  first o£  all,  because  they assure rather 
homogeneous  surveys  £or all the  countri~s, secondly,  because 
they o££er periodeally a  census·o£ installed computers  broken 
down  according  to  the models,  and  finally because it is the 
most  widely used statistics. 
Unfortunately,  these data are not very ·accurate when  examined 
.  . 
closely,  especially concerning  the listing o£  manufacturers 
and models.and the distinction between  ~nstallations and 
orders. 
(1)  Concerning  the definition "computer",  some  sources 
· a)  survey only the. digital computers  above  a  certain size 
(e.g.  Intern~tional Data Corp.  in the publication EDP 
·Industry Report) 
b)  others  include all  digital computers,also micro  -
.computers  (e.g. Diebold Group) 
c)  others survey all digital computers  (in the sense o£  a) 
and  b))  as well as  analogic computers  (e.g.  official 
bulletin o£  the  French  Republic) • 
.  According  to  the  sources  "installed" means: 
a)  the computers  installed and  actually in operation with 
specific categories o£  users .(excepting,  e.g. ,.  the 
.  constructing firms  according  to !STAT,  or the military 
lorces according  to the Diebold Group); 
b) all computers  installed and  actually in use  (e.g.  only 
"Computer  survey"speci£ies  that it does.not  take into 
consideration those computers  no  longer in use); 
c)  the computers  installed and  in operation (as in a) and 
b))  and ·those delivered but not yet in operation; 
4)  the computers  installed (operating or not)  and  those 
'returned by users  and  substituted by  newer  models. 3. 
The  information supplied py  the  above  mentioned  source has, 
however,  been integrated or substituted by  a  more  reliable 
one,  wherever it was  possible:  thus,  for example,  statistics 
from  Computer  Survey have  been preferred,  for  the  UK. 
The  data used during  the  survey are,  in our opiriion,the only 
ones available,  because  of  the  lack of official statistics 
about  computers  in· the various countries. 
The  limits o£  reliability which  have  been shown,  are not, 
however,  such as· to impair the validity of  the  general 
indications of  trend which  can be  deduced  therefrom,  even 
if the absolute data supplied have  to be  interpreted very 
cautiously. 4 •. 
1. 2. Development  of-computer installations 
While  the first computers  for scientific purposes  were 
installed in· the  UK  in 1951  and on  the continent in 1954, 
their industrial and  commercial utilization began only 
by  the end  of  the Fifties as a  result of  the  introduction 
of  the  IBM  1401  whose  deliveries on  the. European market 
took place in 1959-1960. 
r·---~  .  .--~-·  .. ·:.----=~~ 
1  In the period between: 1962  and 1969  to which  the data  eell~ed-"' 
J  by  ws  refer almost  uniformJ.y,  in the European market: 
~ the  third computer generation has  appeared and  spread 
changing deeply the factors  of  the market  development; 
- the conditions of  the offer have  changed with the increase 
in the number  of constructors operating on  the market  and 
the Tange  of computers offered •. 
Between 1962  and 1969  the  computer.s  installed in the  EEC 
countries have  increased from  an initial 11647  to 13,871 ,  ·at 
.an average  annual  compo~e9 rate of 39%,  while their value 
(expressed in annual  rental  )  has  increased from  137 
million US  Dollars  to 998  million US  Dollars  (+35.8%). 
During  the  same  period the compute-rs  installed in the  UK 
hav~ increased from  489  to 3,575 in number  and  from  3618  to  · 
· 3~0,4 million US  Dollars in value,  at annual.rates of, 
increase of 33·. 7%  and  37.2%  respectively. 
.. 
The  comparison. between· the countries under  examination end the u.s.  . 
has  been summarized  in the following  table:. . CCM'UTERS  I"NSTALLED  IN  Nlf.IBER  AND  VALUE 
·-· 
1  9  6 2  .  1 9  6 9  (30/6)  ;AVERAGE  ANNUAL  RATE  . 




(Mtlllon  Sl 
NlJ.IBER  VALUE  . 
EEC  +UK  2,136  174  17,.446  1,.318  + 37.7·  +  36.~ 
us·.  11,076  1,144  59,m  5,660  .  + 30.2  +  29.~ 
Since during  the  last years of the  period 1962-1969  the 
presence of desk  computers  in Europe  has  increased noticeably, 
it is more  meaningful  for  the purposes  of an evaluation of 
the considerable development  of  the European installations to 
take  a  look at the  trend of the installations  (desk  type 





.  CCWUTERS  I  Nll I ALLED,  EXCLLO I  NG  DESK  COMPUTERS 
·  .. c 
.  1  g  6 2  1  9  6 9  (30/Gl 
VALUE  VALUE  . NUMBER 
(Million Sl 
NUMBER 
(Mtlllon Sl  · 
1,569  136  10,938  944 
450  36  2,884  310  . 
9,680  11121  45,792  5,485 
. 
.AVERAGE  ANNUAL  R~TE 
NUMBER  VALUE 
+ 34.2  +  34.7 
+ :51.2  +'  37.1 
+'27.5  +  29;1 
While  the  number  of computers  installed in the  EEC  countries 
and  the  UK  by  the middle  of 1969  was  apparently higher  than 
the  US  equipment  in 1962, .its value was  only slightly higher, 
due  to  the fact  that in the  US  the  equipment is characterized 
by  a  greater amount  of medium  and  large computers,  whereas 
small  computers  prevail in the European installations. 6. 
Thanks  to the considerable development  o£  the European 
installations £rom  1962  to 1969,  the delayin  90~par~son with 
the  us  tends  to decrease,  when  we  compare  the percentage  o£ 
the installations in the EEC:countries,  in number  and in 
value,  with  the American  one. 
,· 












Number  Value 
14.8  12.4 
14.5  13.1 
17.2  14.·6 
18.4  15.5 
16.7  14.1 
17.9  14.5 
22.4  17.2 
23.2  •17.6 



















The  degree  o£  the di££usion o£  hardware  in the EEC  countries 
and  the  UK  can be  validly compared  with the  US  only through 
certain indexes,  which  take into account  the economic  di££e~ 
rences  o£  the countries under  examination. 
The  £ol1011ing  indexes. ha~e be.en used:  ·t 
- number  o£  computers 'per.!Jlillion.extra-agricultural employees 
(Table  IV.7); 
- investment in computer  (in terms  o£  annual  rental)  per.extra-
agricul~ural employee  (Table  IV.8); percentage  b~ computer expenditure  in relation to  GNP 
(Table  IV.9); 
- share  of the  annual  investment  in computers  (net increase 
of the  equipment  valued at  purchase price)  in relation to 
gross  fixed  investment  (Figure  IV.1). 
The  results of.the comparison are  summarized  as  follows: 
DIFFUSIOrnF  CCW'UTERS  IN  Tl£ fEC  COUNTRIES,  Tl£  UK  AND  TI-E  US 
EEC  UK  us 
1962  1968  .  1962  1968  1962  1968 
N;  PER  MILLION  EXTRA 
AGRICULTURAL  EMPLOYEE  28~  200  20  138  179  ..  757 
HA~WARE INVESMNT PER EMPLOYEE  ( $)  2.334  14,261  1,475  12.301  18,5:1!0  70.'810 
HA~WARE  EXPENDITURE  PER 1,000 s.·GNI  . 
,0,48.  2.30  0,37  .3.02  1.73  5,83 
HAOOWA-RE  ~ESTJ.E)IT PER  1,000  .  ..  . 
GROSS  Fl.xEO  INifESTMENT  0,264  0,952  0.735  0,492  (),907  3,  773 
.. ·' 
Concerning  the  comparison between the  Common  Market  and  the 
US  .one  has  to note  that: 
- the delay expressed by  the ratio computer/extra-agricultural 
employee  remains  almost constant,  i.e. 5  years,  for  the 
period considered; 
- the  comparison  between  investments  per employee  shows  a 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-smaller, but .slightly. -increasing is the delay  (about 4  years) 
when  evaluating the  index expenditure hardware  per one 
thousanq dollar GNP; 
- extremely conspicuous  (7-8  years)  is the delay. e?Cpres'sed 
.through  the ratio hardware  investments/gross fixed 
investments. 
Whatever  index o£  comparison is used,  the European gap  beh~nd 
the  US  remains  unchanged  during  the entire period 1962-196S, 
being  thus in contrast to the  indications which  can be 
deduced  £rom  the percentage incidence offthe European 
installations as  compared with  the  US  ones. 
Further confirmation of  the evenness  of  the gap  EEC-USA 
concerning  the computers  diffusion,  can be  drawn  by 
examining  the ratio which  exists in the  two  areas between 
hardware  expenditure  and  GNP  (Figure  IV.2  and  IV.2  bis). The. 
estimated equations of regression assume  the following  form: . 
y =  0.91987 
r  =0.996 
Y = 0.11935  •  10-67  X  6•50 
,(sb=  0.447) 
tor the EEC  Countries 
tor the u.s. 
'wher~ . y ·  ~  ·  annual  hardware  expenditure 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1  •.  3  Computers  installed by  size-classes 
I 
DESI< 









URGE  . 
EXTRA-LARGE 
TOtAl  -
(1)  From  1964. 
The  su.tdivision o£  computer installations per size classes 
in the  EEC  countries and  the  UK  has  changed  between 1962 
and  1969  in such  a  way  as  to grow  more  alike  ~he US 
\ 
subdivision.  The  variations are illustrated in  the 
table • 
PERCENTAGE  AND  ANNUAL  RATE  OF  GROWTH  OF  Ca.1PUTERS  INSTALLED 
- . 
1962  1969  (30/6)  ,ANNUAL  RATE  (1962-1969) 
EEt  ll<  us  EEC  UK  us·  EEC  ll<  us. 
'·  ' 
: · Nvmber 
4.7  8,0  12.15  21.1  19.3.  23.4  +  79.6  +  51.9  +  44.7 
r  84!8  m.5  73;8  69.3  64,3  60.3  33,7  +  28.4  +  25.9  + 
s.s  3,9  4,8  7.0  12,0  10,.5  +  44,5  +  51,3  +  50.7 
.  4,3  1,8  B.O  1,7  2.8  4,t  +  19,5  +  49,2  +  14 .• 8  - 0.4  0.8  0_.7  1.2  1,7  + 188.  9(1  +  61.8  +  45,7 
0~~  0,4  - 0.2  0,4  - - - -
100 .• 0  100,0  100.0  100,0  100.0  100,0  * 




1,0  2,1.  2,0  5,4  3.1  3,2  +  81,7  +  43  .• 5  +  40.3 
65,9  68,1  44.6  55.9  46,2  39,5  +  11,7  +  29~2  +  27.6 
11,9  9,3  8~3~  19,8  25,9  23.4  +  47,8  +  53.9  +  55,4 
21,2  12.3  38,2  10,2  12.7  18.2.  +  20.2  +  41.6  + 11.8  ..  8,2  6,9  8,7  12,1  15.'1- +151,2(1  +  50.4  + 45.7 
100,0  100,0  100.0  100,0  100.0  100.0,  +  35,8  +  37.2  +  29,4 
; 
Between  1962  and  196~ an increased development has  been 
recorded for  the  EEC  countries  and  the  UK·in  the  extreme  size 
classes:  desk  on one  side and extra-large on  the other.  The 
total of  the  large and extra-large computers maintains  also 
in 1969 .a  relative importance as  compared  to  ~he total 
'  number  o£  installations which  is higher in the u.s.  than in 
Europe. « 
,., 
•  L.  •  .....  ..... 
.g  . 
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1,000 













FIG.  l't/3 
EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC 
Ca.MMITY 
ESTIMATED  ANNUAL  VALUE  CF  COMPUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  n£ END  CF  EACH  YEARS,  BY  SIZE  CLASSES. 
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FIG.  IY/4 
17 •. 
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This  is due  not  only to. the  more  advanced  state of  development 
ot EDP'applications  in the us,  but,  above all,  to  the fact 
that in this country,  contrary  to  the EEC,  there  are more 
large private and  government  offices which  employ  high 
capacity  comput~rs. 
The  development  of  the European park  seems  to have  been faster 
than.that of  the  US  one,  in number  as  ~ell as  in value,  in 
all computer classes with  the  exception of  the medium  class 
which  has  recorded in the  US  between 1962  and 1969  an average 
annual  rate of increase of 50.7%  in number  and  of  55.4%  in 
value,  whereas  in the  EEC  countries  the rate registered was 
only 44.5%  in number  and 47.8%  in value. 
The  differences in .the  rates of development  of  the various  .  . 
computer classes in the  EEC  countries and  the  USA  can be 
explained mostly by historical reasons. 
In the  US,  where  automation had  begun  firs~,the structure of 
theinstallations was  already well balanced at the beginningofthe 
period under consideration. 
In the  UK,  ~here the diffusion of automation began earlier 
th•n in the  EEC  countries,  a  growth  ~ate higher than the 
iVIPflfJI  £or  the  EEC  can be  recorded as  a  consequence,  at least 
i~ t~f~$ of  the  installations·  value which  has,  in the period 
aoni!~red, increased at an average  annual  rate of 37.2% 
~~glffR-$.~.the 35.8%  recorded for the EEC),  while in number  the 
r~t$- n~s increased by .33.7%  against  the  average  EEC  of 39.0% • 
.  /t§  J'l.,as  been indicated in the preceding  table,  this difference 
pan  be attributed to the fact  that in the  EEC  countries the 
computer  types  which  have  recorded  increasesconsiderably 
higher ·than the  average  are  the  desk  types,  whose  value is 19. 
small,  and  the.extra-large class wnich  possesses relatively 
few  install~ations. 
In  t~e UK,  however,  considerable increases  took  place in the 
medium  class· which  accounts  for 12%  of  the  total and whose. 
unitary value is rather important. 
Large  and  ext~a-large computers  in the  EEC  countries and  the 
UK  numbered  331  and 138  respectively,  in June 1969,  and  their 
distribution per country can  l;>e  seen in the following  table. 
Number  of large  and extra-large  computers  installed in the 
EEC  Countries  and  the  UK  by  the middle  of 1969 
Country  Large  Extra-large 
Belgium  13  ... 
France  80  53 
Germany  ."82  16 
Italy  40  21 
Netherlands  16  6 
United  King~om  100  42 
Total  331  138 20. 
1•  4  The  Computer  Market  . 
On  th~ EEC  and  UK  computer markets,  American as well  as 
European companies  are present:  as  a  result,  the European 
market  is much  more  competitive  and  lively than the American 
one. 
The  American manufacturers'  presence is .maintained not  only 
through  the creation of branch offices and efficient sales 
networks,  but also  through  the  establishment of production 
p~ants and  through  the stipulation of license  agreements  with 
'  national manufaturers. 
MARKET  SHARES  PER  MANLf'ACTURERS 
,.  v  ·- -1C'I_iRt 
BELG1!J.I  HOLLAND  FRANCE  I  GERMANY  ITALY  UK 
--· 
'  . 
us 
BULL/GE  17,2·-·  10,4·-.  14,5~- 4;6- 20,4- 1.5- 2,0 (1:  ... 
coc  0.4  4,9  ~  ... 1  2,7  1  .. 5  0.9  5,3 
Cll  2,0  0,6  4,0  ;(i~l  - - -
HONEYWEll  1.2~  2,0- 1.7- 2.4  - 2  .. 2 - s.o ...  .4.1 
IBM  64.9  54,8  62,6  63,3  66.3  40~3  71.0 
ICL  2,6  3..4  1.  7.  OS  0  .. 2  4?.0  !!' 
PHILIPS  0,8  8,7  - - - -
..!!' 
SIEMENS  2,9  2.2  1.o·  13.2  0,8  - - .. 
UoliVAC  3.a8  7,4  4.5  7.-:'f  '7,5  3.8  7.0 
on£R  4.2  5,6  6,9  5.7  1  .• 1  6,5  10.6 
!Qill:.  1oo.o  100_,0  100  .. 0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0 
.. 
. 
(1)  .GENERAL  ELECTRI~ only .  . 
---··· 
The  importance  of  the American  presence  in this sector in 
almost all European countries is demonstrated by  the market 
shares  (in value)  for 1969  in the preceding  ~able;  the  pri~cipai 
American manufacturers  have  a  market  share in all EEC  countries 
; 21. 
which is  high~r _than  80%.and  reached  98%  in Italy.  Only  in 
the UK,  tlue  to the  presence  of  ICL,  the market  share  of the 
American manufacturers  reaches  a  58%  only. 
The  Ame~ican ~~~ranee is particularly .eviden~ in that 
sec.tor of  the  ~-:·wbi-G~f--.~~  interest·-"to.-~-t.h-~_study, 
~~·o:f\t\1~ large  and extra-large computers.  American 
manufacturers.control it entirely in Belgium,  Holland,  France  .  . 
and Italy.  In Germany  and  the  UK  : American manufacturers 
dominate  the market,  but  do  not control it, because  of  the  presence 
of  ICL  and  s  iernens •  . 
I 
The  shares  reached by  the American manufacturers  on  the  large 
and . extra-large computer market  are more  important  than  those 
obtained for  the market  as  a  whole.  This  is due  to  the  lack 
of cornpeti tion by· European manufacturers in this field, 
whereas  in the other classes  the national  industries of  some 
European countries have  begun  to offer strong  competition to 
the American manufacturers  supported also by  their governments. 22  • 
.  1~5·  Computers  in$talled by  industry 
The  informations  concerning  the distribution of computers per 
.secto~ of utilization vary greatly from  country to country. 
These  differences  depend  largely on  the availability of up-
to-date:data,  on  the different ways  of classifying  the 
individual  sectors and  on  their degree  ~f reliability. 
An  attempt was  made  in 1966  by  W.K.·  De  Bruijn to compare  the 
·.position of computers  in ·the European market,  but unfortunately 
it referred to only.one  type  and  to a  time  when·computer 
installations were  little more  than the half of  the 1969  ones 
(table IV.a.). ; 
. : .  ;·'  :.r:  ....  ··  <'  ~.  •  ' 
In _the  table  IV .b.  the  nu)'~t.Jrecent informations  from  each 
country concerning  the  number  of installed computers  per large 
sectors of  the  economy  have  been  summarized.  Using  the 
recornmended  cautton in interpreting data which  are rather 
heterogeneous  like  the  ones  listed,  one  can  however  conclude 
that  the industrial sector is the most  important  one  concerning 
the  number  of installed computers with a  percentage  of around 
\ 
40%  of all the installations in the countriesconsidered here. 
Central·and local  goverTh~ents are  important users  of computers 
only in England  (28%  of all installations), while  their  .  . 
importance is by  far smaller in other countries. 
The  third sector  in order of  importance  regarding  the 
employment  of computers·  is.  that  _ of banks  and  insurance 
companies  whose  importance  in the various  countries varies 
between the  UK 
Holland. 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 2.  THE  BENELUX 
2.1.  Sources 
The  statistics about  computer installations refer in most 
·cases  to Benelux as  a whole,  instead of examining  ~eparately 
Belgium  and Holland. 
For  the years 1962  to 1969  data disaggregated per model  are· 
available  onl"y  for  Benelux;  whereas,  frqm  1965  to 1969  it is 
possible  to analyze  separately the installations per model  in 
Belgium  and Holland. 
Data,  both aggregated for  the  Benelux countries  and  disag  -
gregated for Belgium and Holland,  have  been supplied by  the 
Diebold Group. 
The  Diebold statistics have· been controlled and  integrated by  . 
the.exhausting  information supplied by  SOBEMAP,  the Belgian 
Society of Economics  and Applied Mathematics. 26. 
2.2.  Development  of computer installations 
The  actual hardware  situation in the  Benelux countries  and its 
development  trends  depend  from  the  trends,  in number  and 
value,  of computer installations in BelgiUm  and Holland. 
Trend of  the pomputers  installed in the  . .Benelux_ (number  and value) 
Years  Number  Value 
(ooos  annual rental) 
1962  . 175  13,238 
1963  270  19,550 
1$}64  422  29,625 
1965  600  39,872 
1966  861  58,998 
1967  1,277  82,093 
1968  1,  741  113,251 
1969  (30/6)  1,964  127,601 
InJune 1969t  the  Benelux countries account for a  seventh of 
the  EEC  installations. 
The  Benelux installation  has  recorded an average  an·nual 
growth rate of  +45.5%  in number  and  +41.9%  in value  from 
1962  to 1969;  these figures  demonstrate  that  the  Benelux have 
dev~t8p84 at a  rate higher:than the  EEC  countries  (+39.0 in 
nttmBer  aH~ +35.8%  in value). . . 
. 
INSTAI:LATIONS  IN  BELGII..Mj  HOLLAND  AND  BENELUX,  1965  AND  1969 
(number  and  value) 
...  NIJ.IBER  VALUE  lannual  rental) 
1965 .  1969  1965  1969 
N.  " 
N.  " 
000 s  " 
000 s 
'  " 
BELGILM  288  48.0  903  43.6  17,636.e  44.2  54,101·0  41·7 
NEJHERLANDS  )12  52.0  1,167.  56.4  22,235.4  55.8  75,528·2  58·3  . 
!ill!:.' 
(:00  100.0  2,070  100.0  . 39,872.~  100~0  29,629·2  100·0  . 
Making  a  detailed examination of the Belgian and  Dutch 
.·ccomputer  installation for the .years  of which  the ·equipment .  .  .  .  .  ~  ..  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  . 
of both .~ountries· is  knoWn.t  ··one .notes  that there are  always 
m6re  installations in Holland.  · 
Besides,  considering the percentage of  the  two  countries,  the 
Dutch percentage,  between 1965  and 1·969,  has  increased in 
number  and value. 
In Belgium as well  as Holland  the years which  saw  the major 
developments  were  1964  and 1967,  a  fact which  demonstrates 
'  that also  these countries have  shown  the effects of the 
introduction on  the market of  the  second and  third computer 
generation s. 
Iri Holland the first computer  employed  dates  back  to 1952 
. 
and  the first computer for scientific use was  put in operation 
in the  second halE ot  1954~ The  real computer diffusion, 
however,  began in 1957  when  the first installations for 
comme~c~al purposes were  made. 
The  ratio number  and value  oP  ca.mputersinstalled per number 
.. 28. 
of extra-agricultural employees  allows  to make  an evaluation 
of  the diffusion of  the  hardware  in the  two  countries as 
.compared  to  the  Common  Harket  as  a  whole. 
BELGILM 
NETHERLANDS 










NUMBER  OF  COMPUTERS  PER  MILLION  EXTRA-AGRICULTURAL  EMPLOYEES 
1962  . 19G3  1%4  1965  1966 
85  119 
?8  112 
25  38  58  81  115 
28  ~  61  85  110 
20  36  51  59  79  -
.· 
HARDNARE  INVESTh\ENT  PER  EXTRA...AGRICUL TURAL  EWLOYEE 
(dollars) 
1962  1963  1964  1965  -1966 
5.2  e.o 
5,5  7.7 
1.8  2.7  -... 0  5.:5  7~8  . 
2.:5  3.0  4.5  5,9  7.6 




























During  the period 1962  - 1965  the  average  EEC  ratio number  of 
computer installations per number  of extra-agricultural 
employees  was  higher  than  the  one  of Benelux;  however,  later 
it improved its. position in the  comparison.with  the other 
countries. 
The  intensity of  the  computer  installations·  development  in 
the  Benelux countries  between 1962  and 1969  is confirmed by 
the fact  that  the  hardware  expenditure  shows·,  when  compared  to the  Gross  National  Product,  a  rather
1 high elasticity.  In fact 
the regression analysis  gives  the.  following result: 
6  .  '7  084  y  ;  o,.363  • · 10- 7  · x  • 
( sb =  .· 0.  46 6 )  (r =.  0.989). 
•. 
where  x  = GNP 
and  y  ~ value of .annual  rental of installed hardware  (Fig. 
IV/5). 
The  elasticity (7.0849)  is inferior only to the Italian one-
for the  same  period.  The  hardware  expenditure accounts  in 
1968  for 2.58°/oo  ~f the Dutch  oross  >~tional P.roduct  and 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.  3.  Computers  insta-lled by  s'ize  classes 
A breakdown  of  the  computer  equipment  according  to size classes 
·permits  an examination of  the  computers  installed in Benelux 
. 
as. compared with  the  EEC,  with special emphasis  t>•l  large 
computers. 
"'ftmSER  AND  VALUE  OF  CQ.IPU'T!RS  INSTALLED  IN  THE  BENELUX  BY  SIZE 
'  1962  1969  (:!0/6) 
. N.  Value  N.  Value 
(000  S)  (000  S) 
bESK  15  324.0  495.  . 8,816.8 
SMALL  151  10,102~8  1,250  67,014,3 
MEDIUM  ·4  651.6  174  !5,  133._8 
LARGE  5  2,160.0  29  12,103,5 
'· 
£XTRA-LARGE  - - 6  4,532,7 
UNCLASSIFIED  ..  - 10  -. 
TOTAl  175  13,238,4  1,964  127,601.1  -·  - -· 
TOTAL  (excludl  rig  Desk)  160  12,914.4  1,469  118,784,3 
In total  the  Benelux countries have  a  computer  equipment which 
is larger than that of other European countries;  however,  as 
far as extra-large compu'ters  are concerned,  they possess  the 
smallest number,  and·all  of  them  are  located in Holland. 
Holland have  also a  higher number  of large  c~mputers than 
Belgium.  (  fige  IV.7- IV.9.) 
• F'IG.  rf/7 
ESTIMATED  ANNUAL·VALLE  OF'  Ca.1PUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  n£ END  OF  EACH  YEARS,  BV  SizE  CLASSES 
(1962  - 1969) 





















1968  1969  Veara f"l G.  I Y/13 
ESTIMATED  ANNUAL  VALUE  ~  CMUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  n£ END  ~  EACH YEARS,  BY  SIZE "CLASSES 
(  1965  - 1968) 
•  r..  •  ....  .... 
0  , 
g 







1965  . 1966  1967  .  1968  Veer• 35. 
FIG,.  IY/9 
ESTIMATED  ANNUAL' VAll£ 0: Ca.4PUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  n£ END  OF  EACH  YEARS,  BY  SIZE  CLASSES 
(196.5  - 1968) 
• 
100  :.  ...  ... 
0  , 
eo  5 
;::;  ... 
60  :IE 
EXTRA-LARGE 
LARGE 
40  ~·lEO I  \Jot 
20  SMALL 
0  DESK 
1965  19GG  1968  Yeara 36. 
I 
·The  Benelux installations, with  the  exception of extra-large 
compute~s,· have· developed during  the period 1962  ~ 1969  at ·an 
·'  . 
average  annual  growth rate which  was  always  h~gher than  the· 
.one of the EEC  countries,  as  can be  seen.in the following 
table: 
. AVERAGE- ANNtal  RATE  OF'  GRownf  OF'  TIIE"'INSTALLATIONS  IN  'mE  DENELUlC'AND 
· ·  - THE  EEC  COUNiRIES  (1962  ..  1%9} 
BENELUX  EEC  .  .. 




DESK  .  ~.1  +81,0  +19,6  +81,7  . 
..  -37.1  +32,7  +l3,?  +31.7  SMAU 
MEDIUM  .  +73.5  +80,9  +44.5  +47,8 
. LARGE  .~.9  +34.0  +19;5  .ro.2 
£XTRA-URGE  - - +188.9  +151,2 
TOTAL  +45,5  +41.9  +39.0.  +35.8  - '  . 
-
Noteworthy  in the  Benelux countries is the rate of growth 
of the medium  size computers  which  increases at an average 
annu~rate of 73.5%  in number  and  of 80.9%  in value,  as 
against  the average  EEC  rate of 44.5%  in number  and  47.8% 
in value~  In fact,  in 1962  there were  only four  computers 
of  th~s size in BeneluX,  and  by  the middle  o£  1969  there 
were  already 174  of  them  for about  35  million us  Dollars 
of annual rental,  roughly equal  to 1/3 of  the  total value· 
of the installations. PERCENTAGE  OF  THE  BELGIAN  AND  OOTCH  INSTALLATIONS  ON  THE  BENELUX  TOTAL 
1965  1968  .  ' 
.  -
BELGiuM  HOLLAND  BENELUX  I£LGILM  HOLLAND  BENELUX  ..  '  . 
Number 
. 
.  DESK  40,0  60.0  100,0  .\4.6  55.4  100.0 
SMALL  51.2  48.8  100,0  43.6  56,4  100.0 
MEDIUM  35.0  65,0  100.0  'S7.7  '62.3  100,0  . 
lARGE  42.9  5?.1  100,0  34.6  65.4  100.0 
EXTRA  LARGE  ..  - - - 100,0  100,0 
.  ' 
Value 
llESK  ..  38,3  61.7  100.0  4'6.4  53.6  100.0 
SMALL  47.4  52.6  100.0  46.9  53.1  100,0 
MEDIUM  36.6  63.4  100,0  '39.4.  60.6  100.0 
URGE  36.3  63.7  100.0  33.1  66,9  100.0 
'EXTRA  LARGE  - - -
.  - 100,0  100,0 
Holland absorbs,  in nwnber  as well as in value,  the major. 
share o£  each size class o£  the installations ·in the Benelux 
countries. 
Between 1965  and  1~68 the  installations have  £allowed a 
different course  in· each of  the  two  countries.  In fact,  the 
Belgian  percentage  of desk  and mediwn  computers  has  increased 
slightly,  whereas it has  decreased in the  other. classes. Also  in Benelux,  like in the  other EEC  countries,  the  major 
part' of  the  installed computers  are  from  IBM  which  in 196S 
38. 
had  a  market  share  of 47.61.  in number  and  of  59.0%  in value. 
IBM  dominates  especially the  market  of  large  and extra-large 
computers,  while  in the  desk  and  small  classes it faces  strong 
competition from  Bull/GE.  On  the  hardware  market ·of  the 
Benelux countries· Bull/GE  has,  in fact,  a  share of  59.6%  in 
·number  and  of  63.6%  in value  in the  desk  class as against  a 
total share  of  23.6%  (and of 13.1%  in value).  In the class 
of  small  computers  the market  shares attributed to Bull/GE 
are 9.9%  in nwnber  and  8.6%  in value  (table IV.C). 
Numerous,  but with  shares  of little importance,  are  the  other 
manufactures  on  the Beneltu market.  The  national Dutch  industry, 
Philips,  arrives at .only 5.6%  of  the  total number  of 
installations in the  Benelux countries (and at  5.5~ of the 
value),  and  the major part of its installations are 
concentrated on  the Dutch market. 
At  present,  the  goverrunent  of this country does  not  follow  a 
specific policy in the  EDP  field and  grants  no  direct subsidies 
to this sector of industry.  It does,  however,  supply aid to 
the  institutions which  occupy  themselves  fully,or partial:ty 
with EDP  and  whos.e  services can be  made  use  of  by  anyone, 
either without  charge  or at reduced rates. 
The  purchase  of computers  for  the  goverrunent  agencies  and 
sponsored institutes are coordinated by  the  ''Rijkskanto6r-
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 42 • 
. 2.5.  Computers  installed by.industry 
A research published in September 1969  (1)  indicates  the 
principal sectors of utilization from  1952  to 1967  and  points 
out  that,  as Holland maintains  the highest percentage of all 
Benelux installations,  the results which  are valid for  that 
.country can also be  extended to the  Benelux countries. 
The  table IV.d.  .  ·records  the percentage of the computer 
installations for  the  26  sectors considered,  during different 
years. 
.  I 
The  University sector was  the  one  to install the first 
computer  and  to maintain for at least ten years  the highest 
perce,ntage of installations.  In 1963/1964  the sector Banks 
and  Insurance Companies  possessed the highest  number ·of 
computers  and  maintained this position until 1967 •. 
The  ~ectors  · of the manufacturing  indus tries,  ecich  of which 
accounts for only a  modest  percentage of  the  total number  of 
ins_tallations, ·taken·  as  a  whole  represent instead almost 
half of the installations.  Small is also  the  number  of 
.  \ 
·installations. in central and  local  govermnents,  representing 
·only 10.3%  of· the, total·  equipment. 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 3.  FRANCE  44. 
3.1.  Sources 
.  . 
The  following  table lists the available sources of  information 
concerning-the  insta~lations of computers  in France  during  the 
last ten years. 
Not  all of  them  are original.  The  Lhermitte's  study,  for 
example,though making  minor  changes,  uses  information collected 
by Diebold and published in the ADP  New~letter. The  De  Little's 
study uses  data from  other sources,  completing  them,  however, 
with  infor~ation received by  manufacturers.(T~ble.IV.c.) 
There  is also a  difference in the  degree  of  these  sources·  .  . 
reli~bility. In this  resp~ct the most  satisfying are  the data 
of the  "Syndicat  des  Industries de  materiel professionnel 
elec~ronique et ratiotechnique"  which  were  colle~ted directly 
from  the manufacturers.  Unfortunately however,  they are 
. published  i~ aggregated form  withholding  indications as  to  > 
model  which are  th·e  only one  to a1.low  an identification of 
that segment  of  the market  which  is  the purpose  of this 
study.  For this reason,  our analysis. is based essentially on 
data supplied by  the ADP  Newsletter which  have  been  duly 
corrected wherever other more  reliable sources permitted to 
do  so. 
The  SORIS  estimates for  the period 1962-1969  are  systematically 
lower  than  those  of  the  SPER  st'udy,,  this .being  due,  above all, 
to  the fact  that  the latter -includes  many  processing  computers 
which  have  been constructed by firms  operating only marginally 
in xhe field of computers  and  which  have  not  been  included in 
the  SORIS  research ·(1). 
(1)  The  firms  in question are  the following:  Alcatel,  Compagnie 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.2  Development  o£  computer installations. 
The  first computers  introduced in France at the end  of 1955 
were  the  IBM.650,  followed  the year after by  the  Gamma  ET  o£ 
Bull •. 
By  the  end of 1958  there were  20  computers  installed,  ten 
years later there were  4,000,  the  equipment  had multiplied 
20  times. 
The  French installations  trend follows  an exponential  law 
with a  tendency  to doubling itself every year until 1964  and 
every two  years  therea.f~er. 
The  comparison between  the  ~verage  annu~l rate of increase  o£ 
the  French  equipment  (in number  and  value)  and  the  EEC  and 
us  ~veals the following results:  .  ., 
.Annual  rate of Increase  (1962  -1969) 
CoW1tty  Number  Value 
France  +  46.5  + 40.9 
E!EC  +  39.0  +  35.8 
us  +  30.2  +  29.4 
The  equipment  in 1962  (382  computers)  was  limited,whereas  the 
development. of desk  computers after 1963  was  considerable,the 
growth  of·  the  French  installations has  taken place at a  higher 
·average rate when  compared  with  the other countries 
mentioned. 
However,  d~spite the rapid growth,  there is a  considerable 
• • 
47. 
difference in the  diffusion of EDP  between France ·and  the  US 
.  . 
which  can be  proved by  some  indicators. 
In  the ratio computer  extra-agricultural employee, France 
has managed  to reduce,  between 1964  and 1968,  the  gap  with 
the  US  from  ·6  to  5  years •. 
In the  same  period,  however,  the  gap  has ·increased from  5  to 
6.  years when  the  parameter of annual  hardware  expenditure per 
extra-agricultural employee  is considered. 
The  following factors  can be  mentioned for having  caused a 
delay in value  following  the  emplo~nent in France  of computers 
of smaller dimensions  and  capacity: 
-the switching of a  certain.number of firms  from  account±ng 
machines  to computers  of low  singular values;  .. 
the size of French firms; 
- the lower·cost of manpower  than in the us,  which  sometimes 
makes  the installation of  a  computer unnecessary; 
- the  delay in training personnel.  s~ecialized in EDP. 
Compared  to the EEC  countries France records higher figures 
for  the  two  indexes  referring  to extra-agricultural 
employment. 
When  relatedtotb1l gross national  product  the  annual  hardware 
expenditure which  is equal  in France  and  the  EEC  countries 
is about halt ot  that of the  US  as illustrated by  the  following 
table: 48. 
. cci1PUTER  DIFFUSION  IN  FRANCE,  THE  EEC  COUNTRIES  AND  THE  US 
19G2  19G9 
·FRANC£  ..  EEC  us  .FRANCE  EEC  us 
.) 
Number  of Computers  installed 
per  million.extra-agricu~tural.  . 
'  emp.loyees  .  26  28  179  250  200  757 
Hardware  expenditure per  extra-
agricultural  employee  (S)  2  .. 6  2  .• 3  18.5  18.1  14-3  70·8 
'  . 
Hard~are expenditure  per  1,000 S  .. .. 
GNP  0,400  0.480  1,  7:30  2,310  2.:300  ~ 5·84 
' 
'  ' 
~ 
·The ·ratio value o£ 
statistically very 
following results: 
hardware /  gross  nationa~ product is 
signi£icantFig~ IV.10.  and  shows  the 
y  = 0.107  •  10~65  {r =  0.99) 
'  ( sb = o. 23 )· 
·where y =value o£  the  investment in EDP  (annual rental) 
and  x  =gross national product(at market  constant prices>• 
The elasticity o£  the  investments in computers  in relation to 
tbe gross national product reaches  values  comparable  to the 




The  net variations of  the  installations  (valued at purchase 
.  . 
price)  are significantly related to  the  course  of fixed 
investments,  but  show, compared  to  the latter, a  smaller growth 
rate  than  the average  ones  for  the  EEC  countries  and  the  USA. 
The  regression analysis  Fig.  IV.11.  shows  the following  results:' 
-41  4.78·'  y  =  0.168  •  10  •  X 
(sb = 0.91)  (r = 0~93) · 
where  y  =  net annual  increase of the  computers  installed .(at 
purchase price)· 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.3.  Computers  installed by size classes 
A percentual breakdown  of  the  equipment  per sizes of the 
computers  between  the years 1962  and 1969  is given in the 
follo~ing table: 
NU>IBER  VALUE 
A~N~L RATE  OF  .  I~REA~ 
1%2  1969  1962  1969  number  value 
'  ... 
.  ., 
!36·1  DESK  - 2\h4  - 7·7  +  86·8  + 
s-tALl  83·7  59·1  53·8  SO·B  +  37·9  +  37·8 
MEOIU~  7·9  '8·3  11·4  16·1  + '46•7  +  50·8 
LARGE  7·9  1·7  .  34·8  11·0  + 15·11  +  1613 
EXTRA-LARGE  1·1  14·4  +152·11  + 119·1 
UNCLASs IF I  EO  0·5  0·4  . 
""  '  I 
T 0 T A l  '100·0  100·0  100·0  .100·0  +  46·5  +  40·9 
-C-omparing  the percentage  oE the  two  yearsone ·notes- the' 
importance  of  the· share  (in number)  of desk  computers  and 
\ 
·the considerable  decre~se of the large computers  share. 
Concerning  the distribution of value,  we  may  notice that  the 
increase in the medium  and.extra-large classes  takes place at 
the cost  of the  small  and  large computers,  confirming  thus 
the  tendency,  already pointed out in other countries,  to 
repla~e a  computer with·more  powerful  on~(Fig. IV.12.). 
' 
In particular the percentage of extra-large computers  is higher 
than that estimated for  the  EEC  countries .(in number  1.1% 


















FIG.  IV/12 
ESTIMATED  ANNUAL  VALUE  rF  CC».1PUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  Tl£. END  OF'  EACH  YEARS,  BY  SIZE  CLASSES 
.. 
L 
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1968  1969  Year a 54. 
hand  the relative  importance  of extra-large computers is 
almost  identical in France  and  in the  US  at the end of  the 
period considered. 
Extending  the  comparison  to other size classes,  a  considerable 
difference between the percentage of large computers  in· the 
two  countries  can however  be  noticed:  in the us  the percentages 
are 4.1  in nu.mber  and 19•5 in value wher.eas  in France  they are 
only 1.7 and  11.0 in number  and  in value·respectively. 
The  French  trend toward  the employment  of high capacity 
computers is the result of multiple factors,  but principally 
of the mergers  and concentrations promoted among  others by 
the Fifth National  Plan.  . 
These mergers  increase  the firms  dimensions  and hence  the. 
vol~e of information to  be  processed. 
For these and  other reasons  such as  the enlargement of the 
applications within each firm  the extra-large computers have 
been present in the  French equipment  o~ly since 1964  and  .  . 
almpst all of  them  ~elong to the third generation. .. 
3.4  The  computer market· 
The  number  of computer manufacturers present on  the  French 
market  has  increased considerably between 1962  and 1969. 
While .in 1962  IBH  and  Bull/GE  controlled about  98%  of the 
market,  their relative importance fall  to  82%  in number  o£ 
computer installed and to about  78%  in ~alue in 1969.  However, 
. despite. the assertion of other. manufacturers'  products,  IBM 
is  stil~ mainta~ning its dominant  p6sition with  shares in 
value which are always above·  ~Oi~  in all classes with  the 
eJX:ception  of  desk (Table  IVef .)  • 
Bull/GE  dominates  on.ly  in the  desk  class with market  shares 
above  78~~ in number  as well  as  in value;  in total its relative 
importance  in value is,  however,  considerably lower  (14.5~) 
"'  than its quantitative  importance  (30.3%).  In 1962 ·Bull/GE 
accounted £or about  a  third of the market  value. 
In 1969  CDC  and  UNIVAC  have  a  market  share of 0.7%  and 1.5% 
in number,  and  3.1%  ~nd 4.5%  in value. 
After the American purchase of .Bull,  about  90%  of  the present 
French market is still in the hands  of  the American manufac-
turers,  notwithstanding  in 1966  the  government  action with 
the purpose  of  the national  co~puter industry development. 
From  this action was  originated the Plan Calcul whose  .  . 
realization was  planned in two  phases:  first the creation of 
a  national  computer  industry and later the production of 
component  parts,  terminals and accessory apparatus. 
A "Delegation a l'informatique"  was  created:  a  special delegate 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































requirements for their realization  a~d the  procedures  of 
'  . 
intervention by  the  government. 
Furthermore,  indications about  the possibility of sales are 
supplied and research programs  are decided in order to avoid 
technological  gap. 
Based on  the Plan Calcul  the  gov~rnment obliges itself to 
make  contributions  to R & D and  to the  French firm CII;  it 
guarantees preference of CII  m~terials for  the installations 
of EDP  systems in government  and  semi-government  institutions 
and it exerts its  in~luence on' services and  firms  under its 
control  so  that  they acquire,instead of rent,the CII  systems. 
The  company  of CII  qwes  its existence  to government  impetus 
under_the  Plan Calcul,  and  is  the result of  the merger of 
the  companies  CAE  (Compagnie  Europeenne  d'Automatisme  ~l~c -
"  tronique)  and  SEA  (Societe d 1electronique et d'automatisme); 
it accounts  for only 4.0%  in value  and  6.5%  in nwnber  of  the 
French market,  and  op~rates almost exclusively in the  desk 
and  small  computers . field. 58. 
3.5 computers  installed by industry. 
There  is little literature available for  the France.referring 
to the distribution of computers  per brancH of utilization, 
and when  available, it is not homogeneous.· 
BIPE  (1)  in a  recent study about  the EDP  situation in France 
.  . 
in 1968. 5uppJ..jes  the data reported in the following  table which 
· are,  howeve_r, of little signifi~ance because  they refer only 
to the number  o£  installations without  breaking  them  down 
according  to size.  · 
Percentage of computers installed by industry (1968) 
·Agriculture  0.8 
Elec'trici  ty,  gas, •water,  oil, natural gas  5.4 
·Metallurgy  3•7 
Mechanical  and  electrical industries 
Building 
Chemical  and  food 
Other industries 
services 









·(1)  BIPE:  Bureau d'Informations et de  Previsions Econ9miques. 59. 
Asittesul~ £rom·  the  table  the  branch Services has  the greatest 
- . 
· number  o£  installations,  followed by  the Public Administration 
and,  with almost  the  same  percentage,  the mechanical  industry, 
the electrical industry and  the banks  and  insurance companies. 
More  significant because  they include  the hardware  ~xpenditures 
are  the data reported in the  COPEP  study  (1)  in 1968,  which,  . 
refers to only some  industry group.  Accqrding. to this research 
the Public Administration accounts for 25  to 30%  of  the total 
EDP  expenditure~ Public Administration is a  user.of large 
computers  and  networks  of data transmission .•  \-T.hen,  ·hopefully 
before 1972  the  network  of regional  computers will be 
completed  the percentage  of the Public Administration in the 
·total EDP  expenditure~ will increase.  Until  now  the industrial 
sector has  used comput'ers  for the classic app;tications. In the 
next~years with  production control  ,  there will be  a  more 
intensive use  of computers. 
The  main branches  of utilization will probably be  o~i, 
automobile,  aerospace  industries and electrical constructions.  .  .  . 
Since  the less important firms,  or rather.those.with a 
\ 
turnover of less  than  60  million us  Dollars,  have  been only 
scarsely equipped until now,  they will probably undergo  a 
strong development  during  the next years. 
For  thes~ reasons it can be  expe~ted that  the  industry which 
now  reaches 40%  of the  EDP  expenditure will arrive at 45%  in 
1971. 
(1)  jean-Michel Treille,  "L'industrie de  1 1in£ormatique fran-
c;aise ala veille du  VI  Plan11 ,  in  11Economie  Appliqueeu, 
n.  4,  1969. 60. 
The  two  mentioned  s·tudies report only the data about  the 
· number  (the first study)  or ·the value  (the second)  of  the 
installations per branch of utilization. 
A preceding BIPE  study takes into consideration the different 
applica~ions and  gives  a  more  complete.picture,  though  not  a 
'  very recent one,  of  the  French situation. 
The  table  IV.g~hows.the diffusion of  sc~entiPic applications 
in the  goverrunent  research  i~stitutes and the  importance of 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 4.  GERMANY  62. 
4,.  1  Sources 
The  information available on  the structure and  the  trends  of 
the German  c~mputer equipment  comes  from  analyses  about  the 
EEC  countries as well  as  from  studies on  the  German  situation 
( 1 ') • 
"  The  different information in  t~ble  IV_,h~. do  not show 
essential differences,  because  the different sources did nqt 
make  autonomous  surveys,  but all refer to  the statistics 
supplied by  the Diebold Group  and published periodically in 
the ADP  Newsletter. 
Diebold statistics have  been utilized too,  being  the  only ones 
which. supply information about  the  trend-of  the installations 
per model,  but applying  the appropriate changes  based on 
""  information gathered during  the direct research. 
(1)  Commerzbank  Branchenbericht- Elektronische 
Datenverarbeit~~g - Juni 1968 
"  .  . 
Ge~llschaft fur Kernforschung,  Institut fuer Angewandte 
Reaktorphysik  - Untersuchung  des Einsatzes von 
Elektronischen Datenverarbeitungsanlagen in Deutschland -










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4•2  .•  Development  of computer installations. 
Germany  with computer equipments .which  in June 1969  reached 
5,600 installations,  ~s the principal user of computers  and 
is therefore  surp~ssed only by  the us;  it. is ho:-vever,  still 
at a  considerable distance behind the latter. 
The  development  of  the installations -in Germany  has  been 
summarized  in the  following  table: 
,.·-.- -~  .  ' 
1952  19G9  ·AVERAGE  ANHUAL  · 
RATE  DE  INCREASE 
Uumber  ~alue  Number  'valul· 
. ·:1962-1969  .. 
tooo  I)  (0;)0  }  Number  Value  -
'GERMANY  789  59,905  s,600  380,517  + 35,9  + 33,5 
TOTAL  EEC  1,647  137,289  13~871  997,919  + 39,0  + 35,8 
..  .  . 
""  As  in  1962  the .comp!lter  equipment  in Germany  had already 
reached a·considerable size,  the  development  during  the 
following  years  took place·at a  rate of  increase which  was 
inferior to those  of  the EEC,·  superior,  however,  to  the  US 
rate  (30.2%  average  annual  rate in.number and  29.4%  in 
value).  ' 
The  progress of  the installations shows  a  considerable increase 
· mainly in 1964,  due  to  the  general progress of the German 
economy,  and demonstrating thus  a  slight anticipation regarding  ... 
the start of  the  third generation whose  first models.were 
introduced in Europe  in 1966. · 
In 1967  there is an -important  discrepancy between the rate of 
increase of· that year and  the preceding one·,  in number  +33 .2% 
and  +40.1%  in value,  due  to  the  introduction,  that year,  of 
the first 6  extra-large computers. '65• 
The  developrnent-of.the  installations in Germany  is significantly 
related to the  progress  of GNP.  The  regression analysis  (fig~ 
·r.v .13) .offers in fact the following results: 
Y·= 0,673  •  10:-68 X 6, 89  . 
<  Sb - o, 64  > <  :r =  o, 98 > 
where  y  is the yearly rental of  the  total installations 
and  x  is gross  national product at constant prices • 
••  ••  ~  ......  ¥ 
Not  statistically significant,  however,  seems  to be  the ratio 
between the  net variations of  the installations'  value  and 
the  trend of  the  gross fixed investments  (r=0.31 ),  presumably 
because of the  trend taken by all othe.r German  gross fixed 
investments.  In the year of depression,  the~ have  reached a 
lower level  than during  the  prev~ous year,  while  the 
investments in hardware  recorded  a  conspicuous  incr~ase 
beca~se·of orders'which were-placed before  the depression  (1). 
It can,  however,  be  pointed out  that  the  share of  the total 
gross fixed  investrnents  dedicated to  investments  in hardware 
have  recorded during  the period under consideration a 
noticeaqJe  increase  in Germany.  While  in 196~ 0.2%  of. the  gross 
fixed  idvestments were  destinated for  the  increase of the 
total computer equipment  number,  the rate rose  to 0.4%  during 
- the  three following  years  and reached 1%  in 1967  and 1968, 
remaining  thusin_ this period at a  level comparable  to  the 
average EEC's. 
(1)  It must  also be  remembered  that  the analysis has  been 
conducted on  a  limited number  of  surveys,  that is the 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A comparison between the  ntimber  of computers  installed in 
Germany  and  the  average  situation in the  EEC  countries and 
the United Kingdom  can be  made  through  some  indexes  which 
take  into account  the different economic-demographic  dimensions 
of  the  these areas.  The  chosen  indexes are: 
- number  of installed computers  per extra-agricultural employee, 
considering not  only the  emplo~nent,  ~ut also  the  industria 
lization degree  of the considered areas; 
- value of hardware  installed per extra-agricultural employee 
(expressed in yearly rental of  the  total installations), 
taking into account  also  the different structure of  the 
installations according  to size of the computers; 
ratio between investments in EDP  (expressed in yearly rental 
for  the  total installations)  and  the  gross  national product, 
in order to compare  the  expenditure  for.EDP  to  the  total 
available resources. 
The  ~esults of  the  comparison are reported in the  following 
table: 
DIFFUSION  OF  COMPUTERS  IN  GERMANY,  IN  EEC  AND  IN  THE  U,S. 
1962  1968 
GERMANY·  EEC  us  GERMANy•  I  EEC  us 
. - - ·- -· 
Number  of compute;.&  Installed per 
million extra-agricultural employees  ... 
34  28  ..  179  214  200  757 
Hardware  Investment  per  extra-agrl-, 
cultural employee  (S)  2,6  2,3·  18,5  14,7  14,l  70,8 
Dollars of hardware  Investment  1,000 
S GNP  0.580  0,480  1,730  2,570  2,300  5,840 
- . From  the reported data emerges  the  advanced position of 
Germany  as  compared  to  the  average  of  the EEC  countries 
regarding  the density of computer  installed. 
68. 
In fact,  all indexes which  have  been considered show 
Germany,  in 1962  as well  as  in 1969,  in a  higher position 
than the EEC  average  and  inferior only to the us  position. 
During  this period Germany  has  demonstra'ted  a  great capability 
for closing  the  gap  between herself and  the  USA  ·concerning 
the density of computers  installed, with respect  to. the 
number  and  value of installations per  extra~agTicultural 
employee. 
However,  as far as  the distribution of value is concerned, 
one  notices in 1969  as  compared  to'1962  a  decrease in the 
share of small  computers  as  against an increase  in· medium  · 
computers,  and  a  decrease in·large computers  in favour of 
extra-large · ones  which  did not previously  exi:s·t  in the 
installations. 
Given  the £act that in this period the.  substitution of models 
of  the first,generation with those of the third generation 
took place,  these changes  in the equipment  structure reflect 
also the  tendency of  the users who  already  ~ossess a  computer, 
·to replace it, not only with a  ~echnologically more  advanced 
model,  but also with a  more  powerful  one;  this is due,  among 
other reasons,  to the constant reduction of  the ratio 
performance/price.· 
The  extra-large computers  have  been installed in Germany·  only 
since the beginning of 1967,  and  there ex:ist  today already 
1 6  of them,  1 2  of whi.ch  are· IBMs. 69~ 
Compari~on between  the  percentage  of large  and  extra~large 
computers  and  the  total number  of installations in Germany, 
the  EEC  countries  and  in the  USA  shows  the  following  results 
in June 1969 :· 
FERCENTAGE  OF  LARGE  AND  EXTRA-LARGE  COMPUTERS  ON  THE  TOTAL  (June  1969) 
NUf~BER  VALUE 
. ' 
·LARGE  EXTRA-LARGE  LARGE  EXTRA-LARGE 
I 
GERMANY  1.4  0.3  9.3 
I  3,1 
EEC  0,1  0.1  10,2  8,7 
us  4,1  1,7  18~  1  ..  15;7 ' 
.. 70. 
4. 3  Computers  insta-lled by  size classes 
The  changes which  have  t.aken  place  in the  computer equipment 
structure between 1962  and 1969  have  been  summarized  in the 
following  table:  · 
Number  Value  AYe'rage  Annual 
1969  1962  1969  Rate  of frowth 
19&2 
(~0/6)  (~0/6)  Number  Value 
DESK  '  ..  7.7  18.5  .  1_.6  4,6  + 61.7  + 64,7 
SMALL  8l._9  7~.5  73  .• 4  62.4  + 32,2  + 29 .• 7 
MEDIUM  5,0  6,l  11.5  20.0  + 43.6  + 49,8 
LARGE  .  . 2,9  1,4  13.5  9,3  + 20,1  + 22.7 
EXTRA-LARGE  0,5.  0,3  3,7  + 96,8  + 94,5 
T 0 TAL  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  + 35.9  + 33_,5 
...  --- .  -- .  .. 
\  .  In the compar1son  of  the  percentage of  the  number  of 
installations a  substantial reduction in the  imporcance  o£ 
small  computers  becomes  apparent, .while,  at the  same  time, 
the percentage o£  desk  computers  has  increased.  This  can 
be attributed,  in part,  to the fact  that now  small  and 
medium  size users  have  access  to EDP,  and,  in part,  to  the 
more  exact  survey o£  desk  computers  in·  the last year. 
The  percentage of large_and extra-large computers  is therefore 
smaller in Germany,  not  only as  compared  to  the  USA,  but also 
to the  EEC  countries,. even  i£ it  shows a  higher growth of EDP .• • 
71. 
This  can be  partly ascribed to  the relatively recent 
introduction of computerS of  these  sizes. _in  Germany, 
whereas  in the  other countries  the installations of extra-
large computers  are  less recent  (fig.  IV.14.) • F'IG.  IV/14 
....  .... 














ESTIMATED  ANNUAL  VALUE  CF  COMPUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  THE  END  OF  EACH  YEARS,  BY  SIZE  CLASSES 
(1962  - 1969) 
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73. 
4 •. 4.  Comput~r Market 
For a  long  time  already Germany  has  had  a  national  computer 
industry which  operates  on  the German  market  and,  to a  lesser 
extent,  on  the European one. 
The  changes  which  have  taken place in the market  shares,  iri 
number  and value,  of  the principal manufacturers  operating in. 
Germany  are illustrated in the  table  IV. i. 
·European manufacturers  as  a  whole  maintained a  share  of 
above  15%  on  the  German  market in 1969.  To  this share 
Siemens-Zuse  has  contributed to a  great extent;  its incidence 
has risen from  9%  to 13%  during  the last seven years;  on  the 
other hand,  more  than a  third of Siemens'  models  installed 
by June  1969  are  from  the 4004.series which  is manufatured 
under  RCA  license. 
The  presence of  the national  industry is particularly strong 
in the  desk,  small  and medium  classes,  whereas  the market 
.of large and extra-large computers is clearly dominated by 
us  manufacturers:  in the first place is IBM,  followed at 
some  distance by  UNIVAC  and  CDC. 
From  1962  CDC  has  increased the market  share,  while  IBM·' s  · 
predominance  has  decreased in number  of computers  installed 
(from  68.8%  to  57.4%)  as well  in the their value  (from  69.2% 
to  63.3%)~ 
To  maintain and  increase their position on  the  national  and 
international market  the  two  German  firms  (Siemens-Zuse  and 
AEG-Telefunken)  have  strengthened their cooperation in the 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 and  investments is avoided  in this way. 
This  operation is part of  the German  government's policy which 
already in the five-year plan now  under way  (valid' until 
1971)  has  provided support  to  the  EDP  industry. 
on the one.hand. financial  supp·ort has  been planned for firms 
with  long  term  loans  to be  reimbursed without  interest  (or 
at reduced interest);  on  the other hand,·  a  credit of  75 
million  US  Dollars has  been appropriated  (period  1~67-1971) 
for scientific research in the  EDP  industry.  In addition, 
local  and  "Land"  Governments,  universities.and public bodies 
have  been  invited to use  the nationally  produced computers. 4•  ,5  Computers  installed by  industry 
The  study about  the diffusion of computers  in Germany  which 
was  conductedby the Institut fur Angewandte  Reaktorphysik 
all?ws  us  to analyze  the distribution of computer installations 
in Germany  according  to size classes  and  to  utili~ation 
sectors at  the  end  of 1S67.  (Tables  IV.l.and  IV.m~) 
Almost  half of  the  computers  installe~ in the  Federal 
Republic are used  by  the manufacturing industries,  and 
approximately  20/~  by:  the  Banks  and  Insurance  Companies. 
The  computer  equipment  of  government  agencies,  consists  of 
209  computers  of  5.5%  of  the total German  equipment  in number 
and  5.21,  in value.  However  227  computers  are  employed  in 
public institutes of research,  equivalent  to  5.9%  pf  the  total 
ins  ta.lla  tions  in number  and 9.4% of the value.- Even if the  EDP 
installations seem  to be  much  more  widespread  among  private 
users  than among  the  Government,  it is to be  noted that  the 
largest single user is the  Federal  Post Office with more  than 
37  installations. 
Within  the manufacturing  industries  the  most  important users 
are,  in order,  the mechanical  one  (347  computers),  the electric 
and  ~lectronic  with  261  installations and  the  chemical 
activities with  214  installations. 
Considering  the  large and extra-large computers,  the 
importance  of  the manufacturing  industry is a  little reduced, 
with only  39.1~ of large  computers  installed and  25.8~ of  the 
extra-large in value  and,  respectively,  43.2%  and  28.6%  in 
number.  On  the contrary the  importance  of  the  service bureaux 
\ 
and public institutes of research increases:  these  two  branches ... 
have  30.7%  in nwnber  and  36.1%  in value  of  large computers 
installe·d,  while  their share of  the  extra-large computer 
installations rises  to  50.1~~ in nwnber  and  55.0%  in value. 
The  above  mentioned distribution of installed computers  in 
Federal Germany  per sectors of utilization finds  confirmation 
in the  analogous  distribution mentioned by  the research of 
the  Commerzbank  which,  while using  data  from  different 
sources  and referring  to  the  situation as it was  in March 
1968,  does  not  show,  however,  significant differences in the 
evaluation of  the relative  importance  of  the  various  sectors 
of utilization:e· 78 • 
.TABLE  IV.l•  NlJ.IBER  OF  COMPU1£RS  INSTALLED  BY  INDUSTRY  (1967) 
~ 
TOTAL·  I  DESK  SMALL  MEDIUM  LARGE  EXTRA"I.ARGE  TOTAL'  excluding 
Duk  . 
MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRIES  136  1,375  159  38  4 
.,  1,712  11s16 
-Mining  6  48  7  .- - 61  55 
-Chemical  11  169  22  10  2  214  203 
-Oil  4  23  3  3  1  34  30 
-Rubber,  Glass  7  46  4  - - 57  50 
_Ceramics  6  36  2  - - 44  38 
_  Metals  8  164  25  4  1  202  194 
-Mechanical  20  275  42  10  - 347  327 
•  Electric, Electronic  .23  ·•  198  33  7  - 261  238 
- f'errcus Metals  6  61  4  - - 71  65 
-Wood  - 39  1  - - 40  40  . 
- Paper,  Press  20  49  3  - - 72  52 
- Cloths,  Leather  5  106  5  3  - 119  114 
- f'ood  18  125  7  1  - 151  133 
•  Construct  I on  2  36  1  - - 39  37 
·' 
TRADE  31  261  16  8  1  317  2(!6 
,. 
B.A-NKS  AND  INSURANCES  44  642  68  8  - 762  ·7'18 
-Sanks  39  438  39  3  - 519  480 
- Insurances  5  204  29  5  - 243  238 
.  " 
PUBLIC  UTILITIES  14  210  11  2  1  238  224 
- Electri'clty, Gas,  Water  8  117  5  1  - 131  123 
- Tran!lportat ion  6  93  6  1  1  107  101 
~ 
GOVERMAENT  35  1~7  24  3  - 209  174 
..  . 
SERVICE  CENTERS  . 69  194  60  27 
~  7  'J57  288  . 
•  Calculation Centor  s ·  5  ff1  31  5  2  130  125  I 




~  42  180  7  2  1  232  190 
•  Agriculture  - 3  - - - 3  3 
•  Services  36  140  7  2  1  186  150 
-Non-professional  .  6  37  - - - 43  37 
.  organizations  . 
T 0 TAL  371  3,009  345  88  14  3,827  3,456 .79. 
TAOLE  IVol. bis•  I'ERCENHGE  OF  THE  COMPU1ERS_..:.IN~TALLED  BY  INDUSTRY  (1967) 
~ 
TOTAL 
DESK  SMALL  ~\ED  liM  LARGE  EXTRA-LARGE  TOTAL' 
-, 
MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRIES  "36,7  45,'1  46,2  43.2  28,6  44.7.  45,6  -
-
Mining  1,6  1,6  2.0  .- - 1,6  1,6 
-
Chemical  3.0  5.6  6,4  11,4  14,4  . 5.6  5,9 
- Oil  1.1  0,8  0.9  3,4  7.1  0,9  0,9 
-
Rubber,  Glass  1,9  1,5  1~~  - - 1.5  1,4 
- 'Ceramics  1,6  1.2  0,6  - - 1.1  1,1 
- .Metals ·  2,2  5,4  7.2  4,6  7.1  5,3  5.6 
- Meehan i cal  5,4  9,2  12,2  11,3  ..  9,1  • 9,4 
-
Electric, Electronic  6.2  - 6.6  9,6  8,0  - 6,8  6,9 
-
Ferrous Metals  1,6  2,0  1,2  - - 1,9 .  1.9 
..  l~ood  - 1.3  0,3  - - 1,0  1.2 
-
Paper,  Press·  5,4  1,6  0,9  - - 1,9  1.5 
.. 'Cloths,  Leather  1.3  3.5  1,4  3,4  - 3,1  3,3 
-
Food  4,9  4,2  2_.0  1,1  - 3,9  3.8 
..  Construction  0,5  1,2.  0,3  - - 1,0  1,1 
TRAil':  8,4  -- 8,7  4,6  9,1  - 7.1  8,.3  8,3 
' 
BANKS  AND  INSURAM:ES  11.8  21.4  19,7  9.1  - 19.9  2'0,8 
-Banks  10_.5  14,6  11,3  3,4  - 13.6  13,9 
-Insurance  - 1.3  6,8  8.4  5,7_  - 6.3  6,9 
PUBliC  UTILI TIES  -·  .  3,8  7,0  3,2  2,2  7.1  6.2  6.5  .  - .  ~ 
-Electricity, Gas;  Water•  2.2  3,9  1.4  1,1  - 3,4  3,6 
.. Transportation  1.6  3.1  1.8  1.1  7.1  - 2,8  2,9 
.-
GOVERM-IENT  ~  9.4  4,9  6,9  3,4  - 5,5  s.o 
-
SERVICE  CENTERS  '.- 18.6  6,4  17,4  30,7  - 50.1  - 9,3  8.3 
( 
- ~alculation Center  1.3  2.9  9.0  5,7  14,4  3,4  3-6 
..  Public  ln>.tltutes of  17,3  3_.5  8.4  25,0  35.7  5.9  4,7 
Research 
OTHER  11.3  --
5,9  2,0  2,3  7,1  6.1  5.5 
,. Agriculture  ..  0.1  - - - 0.1  0.1 
.. Services  9,7  4.-6  2.0  2:3  7,1.  4.9  4.3 
1.6  1.2  .... 
1.1  1.1  •  Non-grofess ional  -··  - - _rgan i zations 
·-
T  0 TAl  100,0  100.0  100.0  100,0  100.0  100,0  100,0  i 80. 
TABLE  IV•m• ·. 
·ESTIMATED  VALUE  (1)0F  COMPUTER  INSTALLED  BY  INDUSTRY  (1967) 
~ 
TOTAL  , 
DESK  SMALL  J.£0 IIJI.I  lARGE  EXTRA-LARGE  TOTAL:  ·  excluding 
Desk  I  RY 
MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRIES  91057.&  35&, 726.4  130,089.&  501459.2  13,440,~  567,772,8  558,715.2 
..  ~lnlng  '·  392,4  14,419,2  ·s,s24,s  ..  - 20,336,4  19,944.0 
~·  . 
.. Chemical  835.2  45,561,6  18,312,0  15,216.0  6172o,o  86,644,8  es1009,& 
-
011  259,2  51440,0  2,073,6  4,464,0  3,360,0  15,604,8  15,345,& 
.. Rubber, .Glass  .  424,8  11,904.0  3'648,0  - ..  15,976.0  15,552,0 
"  Ceramics  370,8  81577,6  1,824,0  ..  - ~0,772,4  10,401,& 
-Metal&  450,0  41 '409,6  19,968,0  5176o,o  . 3,360,0  70,947,6  . 70,497.(, 
•  Mechanical  1,220,4  74,956,8  34,545,6  14,976,0  - 125,&98,8  124,478.4  .  1,904,4  '54,144,0  26,606,4  •  Electric, Electronic  12,283,2  - 94,938,0  93,033.6 
•  Ferrous Metals  396,0  15,998.4  3,076,8  - - 19,471,2  19,075,2 
"  Wood  - 81616,o  912,0  - - 9,528,0  9,528,0 
·• Paper 1  Press:  1,310,4  11,13&,0  2,736,0  ..  ..  15,182,4  13,872,0 
•  Cloths,  Leather  313,2  2&, 72&,4  4,228,9  4,176,0  ..  35,444,4  35,131,2 
.  '  •  :  Food··  1,090,0  29,630,4  6\052,0  1,584,0  - 38,358,0  37,267,2 
"Construction  90,0  81198,4  500,8  - - s1CG9,2  8,779,2  . 
.  1,965,6  60~974,4  14183&,8  11,520,0  31360,0  92,656,8  90,691,2  TRADE  .  -- . 
BANKS  AND  INSURANCES  2,851,2  177,710,4  58,128,0  11,952,0  - 250,641,6  247,790,4 
.. !Janka  2,530,8  118,795,2  32,956,8  4,320,0  - 158,602,8  156,072,0 
- I  nsurences 
..  320,4  58,915,2  25,171,2  . 7,632,·0  - 92,038.8  91,718,4 
... 
PUBLIC  UTILITIES  .  92S.8  52,400.0  9,744,0  2r736,o  3,360,0  69,256,8  68,328,0 
•  Electricity, Gas,  Water·  543,6  28,348,8  4,560,0  1,440,0  ..  34,892,4  341348,8 
.. Transportation  ..  305,2  24t139,2  51184,0  1,296,0  3,360,0  34,364,4  33,979,2 
~ 
'  f 
, 
'  2,444.4  36_,600,0  20,985,6  6,576,0  - 66,606,0  64,161,6  GOVERNMENT 
~ 
SEFN ICE  CENTERS  31337,2  49,636,8  47,798,4  54,115,2  -28,704,0  183,591,6  180,254,4 
•Calculation Centera  324,0  21,705,6  25,003,2  8,A4B,O  6;72o,o  62,200,8  61,876,8 
•  Pub.uc  Institute or  -·  3,013.2  27,931,2  ,22,795,2  45,667,2  21,9134,0  121,390,8  11873n,6 
·  search 
.-~  2,509.2  43,406,4  6,254,4  4,464,0  3,360,0  .59,994,0  57,484,0 
•  Agriculture  - 1,027,2  - - - 1,027,2  1;027,2 
•  Servlcea  2,127,6  33,537,6  6,254,4  4,464,0  3,360,Q  49,743,6  47,616,0 
•  Non  professional  381,6 
Organ I aatlona 
s1B41,6  - ..  - 9,223,2  .. 8,841,6 
TOTAl  23,094,0  777,542,4  287.,836,8  149,822,4  52,224,0  1,290,519,6  1  ,267,~25i6 
' 
(1)  ON  Tm:  BASIS  Of'  PLOC.-SE  rRICE 81  ~ 
TABLE  IV•II•blao 
PERCENTAGE  OF  THE  CQ~PUTERS INSTALLATIONS'  VAW&.;.~. j1.) 
~ 
TOTAL. 
DESK  SMALL  MEDIUM  LARGE  EXTRA-LARGE  TOTAL'  e~tcluding 
~ 
·•·'  I:ESIC 
' 
' 
MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRIES  :S9,2  45,,9  45,3  39,1  25,8 ..  44,0  44.1 
. 
..  Mining  '  1,7  1,9  1,9  - - 1,6  1,6 
- Che~ical  ' 
..  :S,6  5,9  6,4  10,2  12,9  6,7  6,8 
.. · Oi'l  1,1  0,7  0.7  3,0  6,5  1,2  1.2 
..  Rubbe'r,  Glass  .  1.8  1.,5  1,3  -.  - 1,2  1,2 
-
Ceramics  1.6  1  •. 1  0,6  - - 0,8  0.8  ..  ..  Metal&  1:9  5.:S  6.9  3,8  6,4  5,5  5.6  .. 
-
Mechanical  5,:S  9,7  12,0  10.0  - 9~7  9,8 
.. -Electric,·Electronlo.  8,3  ..  6,9  9,3  8,2  - 7,4  7,3 
-
Ferrous Metal&  1.7  2.1  1,1  - - 1,5  1.5 
Wood  - 1,1  0,3  - - o.8  o.e  ..  . 
-
Paper,Preaa  5,7  1,4  1,0  - - . 1,2  1_,1 
.. ·Cloths, Leather  1,4  3.4  1.5  2.8  - 2.7  2.8 
-
Food  - 4,7  3,9  2,1  1,1 ..  - 3,0  2,9 
..  Construct ion  0,4  1,1  0.2  - - 0.7  0,7  .  ..  . 
TR~  8,5  7.8  5,1  7.7  6;4  7,2  7,2 
• . .  . 
•  _.  BANKS  AND  INSURANCES  12,4  22.9  20,1  8,0  - '19.4  19.5 
.. · Banka  .  '  11,0  15,3  11,4  2,9  - 12.3  12,3 
-
Insurance  1.4  7.6  8,7  5.1  - 7.1  7,2 
PUBLIC  UTILITIES  4,1  6,8  3  .• 4  '  117  6,4  5_.3  5,4 
..  Electricity, G:a,  Water  2,4  3,_7  1,6  .0,7  - 2,7  2.7 
..  TransportatIon  1,7  3.1  1,8  0,8  6,4  2,6  2,7 
,.  ..  .. 
GOVERM.ENT  10,6  4,7  7.3  4,4  -
_5,2  5,0 
~ 
.. 
14.2  SERVICE  CENTERS  14,4  6.4  16.6  36.1  - 55.0  ,:t4,2 
' 
.. , CalculatIon Center·  1.4  2,8  8,7  5.6  12,9  4.8  4,9 
-
Public InstItutes of. 
Research 
13,0  3~6  7.9  30.5  42,1  9.4  9,3 
OTHER  10,8  5.5  2.2  3,0  6,4  4•7  4,6 
. AgrIculture  - 0.1  - - - 0,1  0,1 
..  Sevlcea  9.2  4.-3  2,0  :S;O  6.4  ;s;9  3.8 
. Non-professional  ..  1,6  1.1  - - ..  0,7  0,7 
•  Organizations  .  .  . 
T 0 T.A l  100.0  100,0  100.0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100.0' 
(1)  ON  THE·~SIS OF  PURCHASE· PRICE  · · 5.  ITALY 
82. 
s. 1  Sources 
Numerous  series of data have  been published concerning  the 
number  of  computers  installed orordered  for Italy:  however, 
a  closer analysis of the publication dates shows  that  the 
' 
original  sources  are  somewhat  smaller in number. 
As  illustrated by  the  table  IV.n.  these 
sources differ considerably in their contents  because 
different criteria have  been adopted for  the definition and 
survey of computers'(1). 
Among  the  examined  sources,  apart from  those  including 
computers  installed and  ordered,  the most  important differences 
exist between  the data Diebold and  those ·of De  Bruijn. 
Both statistics have  been compiled  by  cons~lting companies 
on  the basis of the  information received directly from  users. 
It can be  reasonably asswned,  therefore,  that  they are slightly 
( 1 )  The  data reported in the ADP  News letter  have  been taken 
from  the Diebold statistics which  have  also been reported 
since 1959  by Hondo  Economico  (1966),  by  the Rapport 
Lhermitte  (1968)  and  by  Expansion  (\'lhite  Paper 1969). 
These statistics take  into consideration digital and 
analogic computers,  including microcomputers.  insta+led1 
excepting only those  for military use. 
The  De  Bruijn study reports  two  kinds  of statistics:  one, 
r~ported later by De  Little  (1963-1967)  and  by AICA  Studio 
(1964-1967),  examines  installed computers;  the other, 
reported by  "Centri'Heccanografici ed Elettronici"  (1960-
1967)  refers  to  computers  installed and srdered. 
EDP  (1968)  considers  only installed digital computers 
above  a  certain size. 
!STAT  (1968)  examines  computers  installed per users of 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































under~stimated,because the  observed universe might  be  smaller 
than  the actual one,  and  besides,  not all users are willing 
to. indicate the adoption o£  a  computer. 
The  difficulties encountered with researches  in Italy,  as 
well  as  in other countries,  are confirmed by  the fact that 
only until 1965,  the  specialized publications  gave  a  survey 
on  the computer market in Italy  •. 
In order to outline a  trend of  the installations in Italy, 
it has  been necessary,  to apply to.  the other sources  (data 
Diebold,  Organizzazione Aziendale,  Mondo  Economico,  EDP)  and, 
when  necessary,  to give estimates based on  the opinions of 
the manufacturers  interviewed. 5.2 Development  of cbmputer installations. 
The  present situation and  development  trends  of EDP  in Italy 
are  indicated in the  following  table  giving approximate 
estimates  (1 ),  The  table shows,  in number  and value,  the 
trend of  the  computer installations since 1962: 
Year  Number  Value 
(000$,  annual rental) 
·1962  . 301  26,010 
1963  429  38,160 
1964  679  55,502 
1965  ---~  60,831  /01 
1966  (1,072)  82,638 
19"67  1,270  106,264 
1968  1,_519  129,296 
1969(30/6)  1,644  142,124 
While  in the  USA  and.in the United Kingdom  the first computer 
was  installed in  1~51",  Italy .introduced the first only 3  years 
later when  the  Polytechnic School  of Milan was  equipped· with 
a  1 02  - A frorn  NCR.  The  second . computer was  a  Mark  ·I  (Ferra!! 
ti) installed in the  Istituto Nationale di Applicazioni  del 
(1)  The  total nwnber  of  installations is invalidated by  a 
. systematic underestimation of desk  computers,  due  to 
difficulties of  their survey.  In this category the 
discrepancy between actual  installations and  data 
available  on  t:hem  is probably considerably greater in 
Italy than in the  other countries. 86. 
Calcolo in Rorna-. 
The  years  of major  development  were  the early sixties due  to 
the  introduction on  the Italian market  of  IBM's  1401  which 
has  since  then constituted the major  part of  the  installa 
tioris. 
By  the  end of 1962  the Italian installations as  compared  to 
the  total EEC  one  accounts for  about  14%  in nwnber  and  for 
about  19%  in value. 
Du;ring  the  following  years  the rates of increase remained 
rather high until 1964  (introduction of  IBM's  1440)  after 
which more  modest  rates were  registered:  the  computer 
installations felt,  in fact,  the effects of  the generally 
depressed situation of  the national  economy  and  were  affected 
by  a  slowdown  in orders because  the  third generation of 
computers  was  being  awaited. 
The  average  annual  rate of increase of  the Italian installa-
tions  between 1962  and 1969  is  29%  in nwnber  and  28.7%  in 
value,  whereas  for the  EEC  countries  39%  and  35.8%  respec-
tively were  recorded. 
Looking  at  the  development  which  integrated data processing 
underwent  the  stagnation in the use  of Unit  Records  becomes 
apparent,  due  to  the  trend to substitute these with electronic 
computers. 
The  ratio between  compl-1:ters,  in number  and value,  and  the 
number  of  the extra-agricultural employeesoffers  a  criterium 
of evaluation  which  serves  to place  the  Italian  EDP 
potential in its right  position within the  framework  of  the 
countries under consideration. Number  of com12uters  12er  1  million extra-agricultural em121oyees 
'{ 
Country  1962  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967  1968 
ItalY  22  30  47  56  76  88  104 
EEC  28  38  61.  85  110  155  200  . 
UK  20  36  51  59  79  105  138 
us  179  249  333  420  585  746  '157 
Hardware  investment 12er  extra-a~ricultural em121oyees  ~ $) 
Country  1962  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967  1968 
Italy  1 '861  2 ~691  3.848  4,328  5.883  7.397  8,, 846 
EEC  2.334  3~077  4,571  5~906  7.659  1  (\ 966  14. 261 
UK  1.475  2.670  4.160  4.937  7,299  8,375  1  2. 301 
us·  18.520  22.243  29.287  34.780  48.141  65.688  7Q818 
Even if the present use  of EDP  in Italy ls still quite modest, 
great ·efforts were  being  made  between 1962  and  196~ in the 
field of automation when  one  considers  the  increased 
elasticity of  investments  in hardware  compared with  the 
gross national product. 
The  correlation between  these  two  quantities is statistically 
significant (r = 0.97)  and  for  the period 1962  to 1969  the 
·regression analysis fig.  IV.15  shows  the  following result: 
y. = 0.48  •  1o-77  •  x7•88  (r=0.97) 
(s  =  0.72) 
b· 




































































































































































































































































































































































and x  =  gross national product  (at constant prices) 
The  elasticity of  these  investments  compared with  the  gross 
national  product  takes  on  consequently a  value  (7.8%)  which 
is  ~igher than that for  the  total EEC  countries  (6.56)  and 
for  the  US  (6.5)  and  lower  only than  the  one  for  the  UK 
( 11 • 4)  (fig.  IV. 16) • 
A  further confirmation of  the high rate of increase of 
computers  derives  from  the  examination of  the ratio between 
the net annual  increase  in the  computersinstalled (at 
purchase  price)  and all the  investments  of  the  country 
during  the  same  year.  Through  a  .regression analysis for 
the period 1962  to  196~ one  arrives,  in fact,  at  the  following 
ratio which  shows  a  rather satisfying level of statistic 
significance: 
-63  7.02  (  )  y = 0.49  •  10  •  x  r  =  o.so 
( sb  = 1.93) 
.., 
where  y  =  net  annual  increase in the computersinstalled 
(expressed in purchase price) 
and  X  =  gross ·fixed annual  investments  (at constant 
prices) 
The  annual  investment  in computers  is growing  at a  rate which 
is 7.0  times  higher  than  the  one  of all other investments,  or 
at a  rate  whi~h is  jus~ about  equal  to  the  one  of  the  EEC 
countries  (7.0)  and inferior,  amongthe countries considered, 
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ESTIMATfD  ANNUAL  VALUE  OF  C0,\1PUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  THE  ENO  OF  EACH  YEARS  BY  SIZE  CLASSES 
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1956  1967  1968  1969  Years 92. 
5. 3  Computers  installed by  ~ize classes 
The  structure of  the  Italian installations can be  correctly 
evaluated analyzing its co1riposi tion per sizes of installed 
computers,  in~  as well as  in value. (fig.  IV.  17) 
Computers  installed b~ size classes 
1962  1969{3oL6~ 
Number  Value  Number  value 
(000$)  (000$) 
Desk  2  38  34  705 
Small  . 263  15,900  1 '397  77,316 
Medium  22  . 4,464  149  30,394 
Large  14  5,608  40  15,648 
Extra-large  .,.  21  18,060 
Unclassified  3 
Total  301  26,010  1,644  142' 124 
Total  (excluding  299  25,972  1,610  141,418 
:·'desk) 
comparison between  the above  data and  those of the other countries 
shows  that Italy,  though  having  quintupl2d its computers  in 
the last years,  occupies  the last position considering  the 
total nwnber  of installations and  second  to last place, 
surpassing only Benelux1considering their value. 
If,  however,  only high J?erformance  computers are  taken into 
consideration,  the Italian situation appears  less negative: 
in fact,  on  June  30,  196~,  Italy possessed in the extra-large 
class more  than  a  fifth of  the  computers  installed in all the 
EEC  countries  together  (21  against 96),  that is more  than 93. 
Germany  (16)  and  the  Benelux  countries  (6)  possess.  Also,  .  . 
concerning  the  value  of  the  investment  Italy maintains  1n 
this  computer class  an  intermediate  position,  even if at 
an  incidence  slightly lowet  than  the  total for  the  EEC 
countries  (about 14%). 
A further confirmation of  this fact  can be  obtained by  looking 
at  the  percentage  of extra-large  and  large computers  on  the 
total  nwnber  of installations in different contries  (1  ): 
Percentage  of  large and  extra-large computers  on  the number 
of installations excluding  Desk  (June  1969) 
Italy  EEC  U.K.  u.s. 
Number  Value  Number  Value  Number  ~  ~  ~ 
Extra-large  1.3  12.7  0.8  10.0  1.4  12.5  2.2  16.2 
Large  2.4  11.0  2.2  11.4  3.5  13.0  5.3  18.8 
The  introduction of extra-large computers  in Italy dates  back 
to 1967;  with  the  exception of  this  event  the  installations 
per size classes does  not;/seem  to have  undergone  substantial 
I 
variations in the  per~od (see Table  IV.26 bis). 
Some  interesting points  emerge  instead from  a  comparison 
between  the rates  of  increase  of  the  different computer  classes 
in Italy and  the  other  ~ountries under consideration. 
(1)  Due  to  the  anomaly  in  the  "desk"  class observed  in Italy, 
the  percentual incidence has  been  computed  for  the  total 
nwnber  of installation excluding  "desk". 94. 
Average  annual  rate of increase of  the computers  installed 
(1962-1969). 
Italy'_  EEG  UK  us  -
.  I 
Desk  +63-3  +79.6  +51.9  +44.7 
Small  +28. 7  . +33. 7.  +28.4  +25.9 
Nedium  +29.5  +44. 5·  +51 .3  +50,7 
Large  +18 .o  +19.5  +49.2  +14.8. 
Extra-JJarge  +188.9  +61. 8  +45.7 
Total·  +29.0  +39.0  +33.7  +30.2 
Total excluding 
De~~ 
+28,7  +34.2  +31.2  +27.5 
The  rates of increase for  the  small  and medium  computer classes 
in Italy do  not differ  sign~ficantly from  the  total average 
rates;  this is contrary to what  has  been observed in the 
other countries considered and also in the  UK  and·the us. 
In particular,  the  growth rate of  the mediwn  class is by 
far slower in Italy than in other countries.  This  indicates 
that  the  general  tendency  to replace  small  computers with 
not  only techn.ically £re advanced models,  but also with models 
o£  higher  capacity~ finds little echo with Italian users. 95. 
5.4 The  eomputcr Harket. 
The  EDP  development  in Italy,  as well  as  in other countries, 
.has  been  influenced by  the ·policy of  the manufacturers  and 
of  the Government.  '· 
~ 
.  / 
As  can be.  deduced  from  the  table  IV. o-~•  there are  today 
only non-national manufacturers  present ,on  the Italian rnarket 
and  a~on~ those  few  are European. 
The  comparison between the market  shares,  in number  and value, 
of  the principal manufacturers  between 1962  and 1969  does  not 
reflect  the  exact  situation existing at the  beginning of this 
period.  For comparative reasons it has  been necessary to 
credit Bull/GE  with  those  computers  installed by Olivetti 
because its production was  merged  subsequently with  that  of 
the Italian branch of General  Blectric  (1). 
An  exami~ation of  the  table  shows: 
- a  very limited number  of manufacturers  on  the Italian 
market  in 1962  (IBM,  Bull/GE,  UNIVAC,  CDC,  ICL)  whereas 
later Honeywell,  Siemens,  CII,  Burroughs,  NCR  intervened;_ 
- the  substantial stability of  IBM's  position on  the market 
which  absorbed  in  1962/~-~ well  as  in 1969  about  66(~ of the 
value  of  the  installations,  while  its share  concerning  the 
nwnber  of  the installations has  decreased from  72%  in 1962 
to  52;~ in 1969; 
- the particular importance  of  IBH  on  the market  of medium, 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































large  and extra-large computers  where,  in number  as well  as 
in val'ue,  IBH  absorbs  more  than  70%  of  the  installations; 
- the  considerable  presence  of  Bull/GE  on  the market  of  desk 
and  small  computers  where  its shares  are  30.6%  and  25.1% 
respectively in value  and  29.4%  and  38.1%  in number. 
The  judgrrent of the principal rr.anufac turer~ operating in Italy, 
inverviewed ( 1 ) about  the'ir respective posi  tionsJ is in agreement 
with. the  data recorded in the  table IV.p.  nA 
especially as  far as the  shares  of  the  value  are  concerned. 
~here ~re,  however,  some  differences  of opinion among  some 
manufacturer$  about  the  shares concerning  number,  perhaps 
beca~se our estimates of  the installations of desk  computers 
might  be  too  low  or perhaps  because  these manufacturers  refer 
to different estimates of  the  total nwnber  of installations. 
While  the  EDP  industry was  not  an object of particular interest 
in the  Plan  ·of economic  development  1966-1970,  the 
government  has  recently become  aware  of  the  imporcante  of  the 
problem and has  assigned it, within .the  framework  of  the 
country  development,  a  priority position in the  economic-
industrial area·as well  as  in the scientific one. 
/- . 
In order to be  able  to formulate  precise proposals  two 
cownissions  have  been'founded: 
\ 
- the first one  concerning  computers  and their components  at 
the Ministero della Ricerca Scientifica e  Tecnolog{ca; 
-the second  one  concerning'the electronic field at  the 
(1)  IBM,  Bull/GE,  UNIVAC,  Honeywell,  CDC. 98. 
Committee  for Economic  Planning  in .the  Hinistero del Bilan-
cio e  della Programmazione  Economica  •. 
The  second  co~nission will ·follow primarily the  gtiide-lines 
of  the  Plan  for national  economic  development. 
Goverrunent  interventions which  have  been considered ·for  the 
"Progetto  80"  in the field of EDP  can be.  divided into:  _ 
- interventions of infrastructural  and istitutional character: 
*  personnel  training  --
:11- creation of an integrated communicationssystem  .  .  *  promotion and orientation of basic  research; 
- interventions in demands: 
* enlargement  and orientation of public demands 
*  support  to  private demands; 
interventions in . offers: 
* policy of  software 
*  industr~al policy in order to support research and 
development  in specific fields  9f production which  might 
be  negative factors  in a  competitive Italian ·offer of 
software  and hardware. • 
99. 
5.5~  Computers  iristallcd by  industry 
The  lack  of documentation  concerning Italy does  not  permit 
to make  a  meaningful  analy"sis,  especially one  C<?ncerning  the 
tr~nd,  in the distribution of  computers  per user branches. 
"L' indagine sugli elaboratari elettronici in Italia al  31 
marzo 1968"  which was  compiled by  the Istituto Centrale di 
,statistica allows,  however,  to give  an  idea of the break-. 
down  of data processing  systems  in the  economy. 
COMPUTER  EQUIPMENT  BY  INDUSTRY  (1968)  . 
'· 
.EQUIPMENT  - Ca.IPUTERS .  AVERAGE 
~  " 
NUMBER  OF 
number  number  COMPUTERS 
. 
MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRIES  407  . 45.8  486  41.~3  1.2 
MINING  AND  OIL  INDUSTRIES,  '  .· 
CONSTRUCTION  UTILITIES  33  3.7  57  4.13  1.7 
. 
TRADE  AND  TRANSPORTATION  117  13,2  174  14.8  1.5 
BANKS,INSURANCE,  FINANCIAL  " 
SERVICES  210  23.6  290  24.7  ·.·  1.4 
PUBLIC  ADMINISTRATION  122  13,7  169  14.4  1,4 
TOTAl·  889  100,0  1,176  100.0  1.3 
-1 100. 
The  manufacturing  industry shows  the highest  percentage of 
installations followed  by  the  financial  sector;  the  percentage 
of Fublic Administration is rather modest. 
Considering  the.average  nwnber  of computers  per user  the 
branche~oiland  l1ining,  Construction and Utilities show  the 
highest ratio,  whereas  the  lowest  is recorded by  the 
manufacturing  industries. 
COMPUTlR  EQUIPMENT  ACCORDING  TO  THE  PERIOD  OF  THE  FIRST  INSTALLATION 
.  PERCENTAGE  --- •.  .. 
Before  1%0-1961  1962-19()3  1964-1965  After  Total 
19b0  1905 
MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRIES  4.9  8,8  19,7  21.9  45,7  100.0 
MINING  AND  OIL  INDUSTRIES, 
CONSTRUCTION  UTILITIES  21,2  6,1  . 24,'l  18.2  30_3  100,0 
' 
TRADE  AND  TRANSPORTATION  4.3  17.1.  16.2  14,5  47,9  100.0 
BANKS,  INSURANCE,  FINANCIAL 
SHIV ICES  5.3  9~5  . 18,1  21,4  45,7  100,0 
.• 
PUBLIC  ADMINISTRATION  4,1  14.8  27.9  22.9  30.3  100.0 
TOTAL  5,4  10.8  19.7  20j0  43.3  100~0  --
"  -
-
Except for Government,  Oii Mining,  Construction and Utilities, 
all other branches  have relatively recent equipment.  40  to 
50%  of their installations were,  in fact,  made  in the  years 
after 1965. 
The  following  table  takes -into consideration the principal 
uses  of computers  per  industry group. 101i. 
COMPUTER  INSTALLATIONS  ACCORDING  TO  THEIR  USE 
.  .  '  PERCENTAGE 
Uses  Uses  Acctg.  Product-·  Other  Unde-
'  scient  I.;.  '  and  I  on  fined  statistic  Admin- control 
'  fie  lstratlor  ·uses  ·-
MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRIES  ·1.5  1.2  58.0  11,3  2,2  25.8 
MINING  AND  OIL  INDUSTRIES,  . 
CONSTRUCTION  UTILITIES  3.0  - 75,8  - ~'~  18_,_2 
TRADE  AND.  TRANSPORTATION  0,9  0,9  51.3  7.7  15.·3  23.9 
BANKS,  INSURANCE,  FINANCIAL  -. 
SERVICES  0,5  0.9  82,9  - 4.3  11.4 
I 
PUBLI C ADM IN IS TRA Tl ON  24.6  9,8  37,7  - 4.9  23.0 
TOTAL  . 
4.4  2.2  60,9  6,2  21,5  -- 4.8 
In all sectors, Accounting  and Administration make  the 
greatest use of computers,  only in Public Administration 
s:ientific uses  are prevalent  thanks  to  the Universities. 
The  !STAT  data which  concern only quantity and  not  v~lue, 
do  not classify computers  according  to size,  and  do  .not 










6.  UNITED  KINGDOM 
6. 1 .  Sources . 
Also for  the  United Kingdom,  as  for  the EEC  countries,  there 
exist differe'nt  sources ·on  the computer installations, b~t 
in contrast to the other countries,  one  of  these  sources is 
without any  doubt  much  mare  reliable than the  others. 
We  are  speaking of the bi-monthly publication "Computer 
survey•i  which  publishes every year all data about the 
cumulative number  of computers  delivere~ by  the  end  of each 
year.;  listing manufacturer and  model  (1).  Furthermore,  it 
publishes  a  survey of all installations in hands  of English · 
users. naming  not  only the user,  but also the model  of  the 
installed computer,  the date  o£  installation and  the purpose 
for which  the  system has  been.destinated (2). 
But  even  the.  information supplied by "Computer  Survey"  have 
required· some  adjustments  in· order to be  useful in the ded.uction 
of  the  trend o£  the installations in ·the  United Kingdom. 
In fact,  in the  trend of  the  "Cumulative Total  of Computers 
delivered Year  by  Year"  are not  included computers  now  taken 
out of service:  for this reason only the final figure of  the 
previous year indicates  the state of  the installations. 
I 
Bes,ides,  in these  statistic~ computers  are listed by  serie$:  . 
as'itis known,  a  series.can include models  of different sizes 
and cannot  therefore  supply information about  the  trend of a 
single size class.  Since it would  have  been necessary to 
(1)  Normally  in the  J~ly-August issue. 
(2)  Normally in the March  i~sue of each year. 103. 
disaggregate  these series and  to use  data which  concern  the 
installations, it was  preferable  to use  the statistics deduced 
from  the  survey of  the users because  they list installed 
crifuputers  per·models. 
The· information gathered in this way  refers  to the end ·of  each 
calendar year,  even if the  original source refers  to  the  · 
situation at the  end of each March. 
Since reliable information on  the  installation date is always 
most  difficult to obtain,the mistake  of comparing  the English 
situation at the  end of March  with  that of other European 
countries is acceptable,  even if it leads  to a  certain 
overestimation of  the  number  of  the  computers  operating  in 
the  UK. 104. 
6,2 Development  of computer installations. 
Among  al~  countri~s under  e~amination the  UK  was  the first to 
initiate activities in the  EDP  field,  under  the  for~ of R & D 
by  :the  Universitii.es  of London,  Hanchester and  Cambridge,  which 
started back  as far as  the Fourties,  as well  as  by  private 
entreprises  such as Elliot Automation,  E~glish Electric and 
Ferranti. 
In the  UK  the first  compute~s were  employed  around 1951  -
the  EDSAD  at Cambridge  and  the Ferranti Mark  I  at Manchester 
- thus,  thanks  to the development  of English  studie~ and 
industries,  anticipating by  two  years  the first installations 
in the  EEC  countries.  But  the .first computers  were  constructed 
primarily £or·scientific use  and only in 1953  the first. 
computer for  commercial  purposes was  installed,  the model 
LEO  from.Lyons,  whereas  the first commercial  computers  installed 
on  the continent at the end  a£  1956  and  the  beginni~g o£  1957 
were  IBM's  650s. 
The  structure o£  today•s  equipment,  according  to age  of 
installation,  is  ill~strated.by the  following  table: 105. 
·-
Computer  equipment  in June  1969  per year o£  installations  ... (1). 
1960  1.0 
1961  o~  1 
1962  2.1 
1963  3.3 
1964  6.5 
1965  9 .. 9 
1966  14  .. 7 
1967  23-3 
1968  29.1 
1969  9.1 ' 
To tale  100.0 
The  subdivision o£  the installations per installation date 
does  not· include machines  out of service and  obviously does 
not reflect the presence  pf computers  of  the first generation 
which  were  installed in the Fifties and have  been replaced 
since  then once  at. lea~t by  computers  of subsequent  genera-
·tions. 
The  trend of the installations between 1962  and 1569,  in 
nwnber  and value,  is illustrated by  the following  table: 
(1)  SORIS  on  the basis o£  Computer  Survey,  June/July 1969. 106. 




Value  (000  S) 
EEC  -
Number 
Value  (000  S) 
count:ries 
(number  and value) 










Average  annual 
~ate of increase 
+  33.7 
+  37.2 
According  to the  table,  ~75 computershave·been installed 
in England by  the middle  of 1S69 at a total  annu~l rental of 
us$ '320  million. 
While  the  number  of installations has  shown·for  the period 
1962-19q9  an average  annual  rate of  increase for England 
which  is lower  than  th~ one 'for the  ~Ec~·  the contrary  has 
happened  to  th~ trend concerning value which  shows  for the 
UK  a  higher.£igure  than for  the  EEC  countries,  due  to the 
installation in Eng1and  of computers with a  higher average 
power  than in the  EEC  countries. 
The  development  of  the  UK  .  installations has  proceded along 
a  rather irregular course,  because  of  the  stop and go  charac-
teristics of  the  economy,  and  not at high growth rates,  to 
the extent that the  UK  finds  itself today in a  position ofgap 
as.  compared with  the EEC  countries. 
Another confirmation o£  England's  secondary  position,  as far 107. 
as diffusion of computers  is concerned,  comes  from  an examin-
ation of  the ratio computer/extra-agricultural  employees  ~d 
value  of installa.tions  (per annual  rental)/extra-agricultural 
employees. 
In. this way  it is possible  to present an  index of  the diffusion 
of computers which  allow a  comparison between heterogeneous 
countries regarding their demographic-economic  dimension as 
well as their degree  of industrialization. 
DIFFUSION  Of  COMPUTERS  IN  THE  EEC  COUNTRIES  AND  THE  U.K. 
1962  1968 
. -
..  U,l<;  EEC  u.s.- U,K,  EEC  u.s.-
-
'  ' 
NUMBER  OF  G$MPUTER  INSTALLED  PER  • 
MILLION  EXTRA-AGRICULTURAL  EMPLOYEES  20  28  179  139  200  757 
EDP  UNESTMENT  (1)  PER  EXTRA  -
AGRICULTURAL  EMPLOYEE  ($)  1.5  2.3  18,5  12.3  14,3  70,6 
EDP  INVESTMENT  (1)  PER  1,000 S  GNP  0.370  0.480  1.730  3.'030  2.-:soo  s:83o 
(1)  Annual  reniai of  hardware ·Installed, 
The  data in the  preceding  table  show  that United Kingdom  is 
relatively behind  the EEC  countries. 
I 
In 1962  and  in 1969  as ·£ar as  the number  of installed computers 
per million extra-agricultural employees. 
(1)  Yearly rental £or all installations. I08. 
is concerned it  seens,  however,  to  be  less relevant when  one 
considers  the value  of  the  investment per employee  and  ·· 
reflects therefore an equipment which  is characterized by  a 
large.r presence of medium  and  large computers. 
Relp.ting  the value of  the  investment  to· the  economic 
dimensions  of  the countries under consideration,  through 
the ratio between  the  total  investment  in EDP  and  the.gross 
national  prod~ct, England's  ~osition, between 1962  and 1968, 
appears. to  be  considerably im,Proved:  from  a  figure  of 0.37 
Dollars of investments  in computers  per. each  thousand 
I  • 
Dollars of gross national  product  (as against 0.48  for  the 
EEC)  the  UK  has  rea~hed i~ 1968  3.03  (as against 2.30 for 
the  EEC  countr~es). 
Obviously greater  ~s. England's  gap  when  compared  to.  the us·., 
even if the  gap  has  become  smaller during  the period 1962-
1968. 
While  the  computers  installed per employee  in England were 
approx.  1/8 of  the  us  in 1962, ·they were  1/5 in 19 68. 
Even  mo~e noticeable is the reduction o£  the  discrepancy· 
between  the  .. value  of ·the investments per capita and  the ratio 
investments  in EDP/gross  fixed  investments. 
The  value  o£  the  UK  computer installations in the period 
1958-1967  is related,  to a  high degree  of significance,  to 
· the .gross  nat~onal product. A regression analysis  shows 
(fig.  IV.16)  the following  resu~t: y  = 0.552  •  10-118  •  11 .44 
x(sb=0.25) 
I09. 
(r = 0.99) 
•· 
where  y  = value  of  investment  in hardware  (annual  ·rental) 
and  x  = gross national  product at market  constant prices 
The  elasticity of  the  investments  in EDP  as  compared  to  the 
gross national  product reaches  thus  the  figure  of 11 .4  which 
seems  rather high when  coHtpared  both  to  the  average figure 
for  the  EEC  countries  (6.6)  and  the  USA  (6.5). 
Also ·the  analysis of  the ratio net  annual  increa~ of the 
computer  investments  (in purchase prices)  in the  UK  has  great 
statistical meaning,(Fig.  IV.19)  and  shows  the following results: 
y  = 0.242•  10-47  •  5.41  (r  0.84)  x(sb = 1 .31)  = 
where  y  = net annual  increase of the  computer  ~quiprnent  (at 
purchase  prices) 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.3.  Computers  installed by  size classes 
The  structure in 1962  and 1969  of the English computer 
installations in nwnber  and value according  to  s~ze is 
illustrated by  the  following  table and  in the fig.  1V.20: 
.. 
PERCENTAGE  or  COMPUTERS  INSTALLED  PER  SIZE  CLASSES 
. NLM3ER  . VALUE 
AVERAGE  ANNUAL 
I?ATJ:  01='  U.Jr'.I?I='ASf...__ 
1952  '  19&9  1952  1959  Number  Value  :  . 
DESK  8,0  19,3  2.1  3.1  +51,9  +43,5 
SMALL  85.5  64.3  68,1  46,2  +28,4  +29.2 
MEDIUM  3.9  12,0  9,3  25.9  +51,3  +53,9 
LARGE  1,2  2.a  12,3  12_. 7  +49.2  +41.6 
EXTRA-LARGE  0,4  1.2  8.2  12.1  +61,8  +50,4 
UNCLASSIFIED  0,4  0,4  - - - -
TOTAL  100,0  100.0  100.0  100,0  +33,7  +37.2 
In the  period between  1~62 and  1~69 substantial  changes  have 
occurred in. the  importance  of  desk  computers  which  have 
increased considerably their percentage in the  total  number 
of all installations as well  as  in the  importance  of  small 
computers  whose  percentage has  decreased in favour  of  the 
next higher class.  Concerning  value  the most  substantial 
changes  in the  install~tions·  structure are  due  to  the 
considerable reduction in small  computers  in favour  of  the 
mediw~ ones;  a  considerable  incxease  during  the period 1962-
1969  shows  also  the extra-large computers  which  from  8.2% 
of all the  installations  value rose  to 12.1%. 113. 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
FIG. tV  120  ESTIMATED  ANNUAL  VALUE  ~  CMUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  THE  END  OF"  EACH  YEARS,  BY  SIZE  CLASSES 
(1958 - 1900) 
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As  far are  the  large  and  especially the extra-large computers 
are  concerned,  we  may  notice  that in the  UK  they reach,  within 
the  total  of  the  installations,  but  excepting  desk  computers, 
a  percentage which  is higher  than  the  one  for  the  BEC  and  lower 
than  the  US  one. 
Large  and  extra-large Computers  in June  1969 
Country  Large  Extra-larg:e 
Number  %  Number  __L 
United  Kind  om  100  3.5  42  1.4 
EEC  237  2.2  90  o.s 




6.4 The  Computer  Market 
Among  the extra-large computers  which have  been installed in 
England the most  common  are  the  IBM  360/65  (21);  followed  by 
UNIVAC's  .1108  ( 8);  also existing in this segment  of  the market 
are  the  ICL  and  the  CDC. 
The  importance  of  the manufacturers  in  the extra· 
large market differs considerably from  their respective 
position in the market as  a  whole,  as  is shown by  the  table. 
In fact,  IB:H  which.represents more  than  60%  of  the extra-
large computer installations,  disposes, in June  1969,  of less 
than 30%  of the total·installations.in nwnber,  also if, due 
to  its preponderant position on the market  of extra·-large 
computers,  its market  share is more  than 40%(Table  IV.p.) 
The  predominance which  IBH  enjoys in almost all European 
countries,  is contested.in the  UK  by  the  co~spicuous presence  . 
o£  the national industry whose  production,  presently concen-
trated on  the  ICL,  accounts  for 48.9%  of all installqtions 
in 1969  and has  a  market  share  of 42%.in value. 
The  success.of. the national computer production in the  UK 
can be partly ascribed to  the English  government  support 
policy which  ha·s  taken a  number  o£  decisions  since 1965: 
- a  series of measures  in support of  the industrial activities; 
- the appointment  of a  "Computer Advisory Unit"  which  gives 
advice  to  the  adminis·trat;ions  and  the public £irms  about 
the acquisition arid  installation of EDP  systems; 
- the appointment  of a  Computer  Commission at  the University 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































English universities  and  research centres;  . 
- the developmentof  a  research and  development  policy secured 
by university contracts for  the  st~dy of products for 
industrial purposes,  and  by financial  help_ to  the Council 
for Scientific Research for studies  in the  EDP  field; 
- the creation of  the National  Computing  Centre  which  puts  ... 
at  the  disposal  of manufacturers  and users  a_  program· files  and 
takes  care of  the training  of analysts. 
Due  to the  incentive  o~ the Ministry of Technology  the  national 
. computer industry  ·Concentrated on  ICL. II8'. 
6.5.  Computers  installed by  industry 
A census  of  the  computers  in the  UK  which  is published 
regularly each year  in "Computer  Survey"  allows  to analyze 
the distribution of  the  computer installations in the  UK 
according  to size and  to  branch of users. 
In order to analize  in addition to  ~he equipment  structure 
per industries also  the  trend within each sector those  data 
referring  to  the  years 1962  and 1968  have  been  examined. 
Thetables  (IV.p,IV.q) demonstrate clearly that almost half of 
all installations is employed  in the manufacturing  industries 
whose  relative  importance  as  user of  computers  has  increased 
from  39.7%  of  the  total nwnber  of installations in 1962  to 
44.4%  in·1969. 
The  branch employing  the  second  largest number  of computers 
is the Public Administration which  in 1962  accounted for 
18.7%  of  the  total  nwnber  of installations and for  20.2%  in 
1968. 
Between  these and.the  other industries considered exists a 
considerable  gap:  in ·fact,  banks  and  insuran~e companies 
which  follow  in the  ranking  account for only 9.1%  of  the 
total number  of installations. 
The  percentage per industry group_ does  not  show  substantial 
changes  b'etween  1962  and 1968,  also if during  this period 
the rnanufacturingbranclies,  banks  and  insurances  and  governmentha.ve 
increased  their per cent  share whereas  the relative 
importance  of  the other brancres  has  decreased  somewhat. 
Within the manufacturing  industries  the  most  important II9. 
activities,  as  far ·as  the use of computers  is concerned,  are 
engineering  (325  computers),  food  including  tobacco, 
beverages  and retail sales  (249)  and  chemical,  pharmaceutical, 
rubber  and glass .(236). 
In  ~962 the  situation within the  manufacturi~g industries was 
different:  the  largest nwnber  of installations  (32)  belonged 
to  the aeronautical activities,  followed  by  the electrical 
contructions  (31)  and  chemicals  (26). 
As  far as  the use  of  large  and extra-large computers  is 
concerned,  the manufacturing  industriesare  their principal 
users with 29.4%  and  26.8%  respectively of the  total number  of 
installations of  the  aforementioned classes.  Government 
follows  in the  iarge class with  24.2%  of  the installations 
and  banks  and  insurances with 17.9%. 
Besides  the manufacturing  industries which  in 1968  pad  11 
extra-large computers at its disposal,  impo:r;-tant  branches ~f 
employment  for this class of computers  are  the  service 
bureaux  (autonomous  c;>r  those.of the manufacturing  companies) 
with  9  extra-large· computers,  universities and  schools with 
6,  banks  and  insurances  and public utilities, each having 
five  extra-large comp"\lters  and finally government  with 4. 
In 1962  the  only  two  existing extra-large computers  ~ere 
.installed in the universities and atomic energy  field• ·. 120. 
IARI E  IV.  q,  NUMBfR  OF  COMPUTERS  INSTALLED  BY  INDUSTRY  (1962) 
~ 
EXTRA- UNCLASSI- . TOTAL 
DESK  SMALL  MED IU.\4  LARGE  TOTAL  EXCluD-
LARGE  FlED  lNG 
(  DESK 
.  "'  . 
...  ' 
MANUFACTURING~  INDUSTRIES  15  172  4  3  . - - 194  179  .. 
- Aircraft · 
.. 
'  - .31  - 1  - - 32  32 
- Food,  Drink, 
: 
Tobacco  1  20  1  - - - 22  21 
- Chemicals,  Rubber,  Glasa  4  25  1  ~  - - :so  26 
- Publl thIng,  printing,  paper  ..  - - ..  - - - -
..  E.lectrlcal  Engineering  5  31  - ..  ..  - 36  l1 
..  'Ferrou~ and  . 
non  ferrous  meta~~  2  13  - 11  - -
16  .  14 
.. Motor r  •• 
'  •.  15  - - - ..  15  15 
.. Oil  17  1  1, 
.• 
19  19  •  - - .. 
: 
..  Gen.  &  constructional  Engineering  3  . 
20  1  - ..  - 24  21 
•·  Textiles,  clothing,  •' 
Furniture  - - - - - - - -
BANKS  ANC  INS~ANCE§  ..  32.  3  ·- - - - 35  35 
: 
..  Banks  - 15  2  - - - 17  17 
-Insurances  ..  17  1  - ..  ..  18  18 
..  .. 
PUBLIC  UTILITIES  .  s  29  1  1  ..  ..  34  31  .  . 
•  Electricity,  gas,  water  ..  17  1  1  - - 19  19 
..  Transport  3  12  ...  - ..  ..  15- 12 
; 
..  •'  .•  7  76  4  2  2 
I  91  84  ..  -
.. Government  O~partmenta  .  ·22·  1  2  25  25  ..  ..  -
Public  Bodies  ..  5  - ..  - - 5  5 
- Government  & Other  Research  5  22  1  1  - - 29  24 
Establishments 
.. Local  Government  2  18  1  ..  - - 21  19 
..  Armed  Services  - 9  1  1  - - 11  11 
ATOMIC  ENERGY  - 15  - 2  1  - 18  18 
I 
UNIVERSITIES  &  OTHER  EDUCATIONAL 
!51li:81:15RfJIERIS  8  :so·  ..  ..  1  - 39  31 
.. 
COMPUTER  MANUF' ACTIJRERS  & SERVICE'  6  44  '7  1  - - 58  52 
BUR(Io~S 
MISCELLANEOUS  .  20  20  20  - - - ..  - . 
TOTAL'  39  418  19  9  2  2  489  450  . TABLE  IV,q,bls. 
'.  . 121. 
~_!'.Qf..9F THE  COMPUTERS  INSTALLED  BY  INDUSTRIES  (1962)  ' 
~ 
EXTRA- UNCLASSI  TOTAL 
OESK  SMALL  MEDIUM  Lhf<GE  lOTAL  .  .EX.CLUD- LARGE  FlED  J~K • 
'  INOUSTR't' 
~~CJUR  I  NG:- I  NDtJSTR I  ES  ~B·'>  41.1  21.0  ~3.3  - - 39 •. 7  39.8 
- Alfcroft · 
.. 
'  7,4  - - 11,1  - - 6,5  7~1  ..  ,. 
~ Food,  Drink, 
Tobvcco  2.6  4,0  5,25  - - - 4,5  4  ••  , 
-'Chemicals,  Rubber,  Glass  I  10.3  6,0  5~25  - - - 6.1  5.8 
..  l"ubllt.hlng,  pr lnt  I  ng,  paper  - - - - - - - -
..  Electrical  Engineering  12.8  7.4  - - - - 7.4  6,9 
- ·r crrous  end  .. 
non  ft·rrous  metalc;;  5.1  3,1  - 11,1  - - 3.3  3,1 
..  Motor•  - 3.6  - .  - - - 3.1  3.3 
.. on  '  - 4,0  5.25  11,1  - - 3.9  4.2 
- Gen.  & constructional  Engineering  7.7  4,8  5,25  - - - 4,9  4,7 
•·  Textiles,  clothIng,  . 
Furniture  - - - ·- - - - -
' 
BANKS  /..t\C  INSURANCES 
J  - 7.7  15,8 .  - - - 7.1  7,8 
- Banks  ..  3.6  10.5  - - ..  3,~  3,8 
..  Insurances  ..  4.~  5.3  - - - 3.G  4,0 
PUBLIC  UTILITIES  7.7  6.9.  5.3  11 '1  - ..  - 6,9  6,9  -
- Elcctr I  cIty,  gas,  ~tater  ..  4,1  5.3  11,1  - - 3.9  4.2 
..  Transport  7.7  2.8  ..  - - - 3,{)  2.7 
~PUBLIC All.WJIS1RATION  17,9  18,2  2~.0  22.2.  - 100,0.  ..  18,6  18,7  . . 
- Government  Departments  ..  5.3  5,25  - - 100,0  5.1  5.6 
- Public  Bodl es  - . 1.2  - - - - 1.0  1,1 
- Government  &  Other  Research  12.8  5  .• 3  5.25  11.1  ..  - 5.9  5.3 
Establishments  5,1  4,3  5,25  4.3  4.2  ..  Local  Government  - - .. 
..  Armed  Services  - 2.1  5,25'  11.1  . - - 2,3  2,5 
ATOMIC  ENERGY  - 3,6  - 22.2  50.0  - 3,7'  4,0 
UN I  VfRS IT I  [5  & OTHER  EDUCATIONAL  20.5  7~2  - - 50,0  8,0  6,9  rsTIT!tTSTr.!El'i IS  -
.. 
COI~PUTER MANUi-ACTURFRS  & SERVICE'  15,4  10.5  36,9  11,1  -,  - 11,9  11,5 
BUrl£ /IUS  .. 
MISCfLLANFOUS  - 4,8  - - - - 4.·1  4,4 
TOTf.L'  100,0  100.0  100.0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100.0  100,0  ---
I  . iABLE  IV·r  NlJt.l:lER  OF  COMPUTERS  lrJST/HED  llY  lfJJUSTfN  (1%8)  122. 
~ 
DESK  '·  EXTRA  UNCLASSI 
+  1-!C:O  llr.~  LA!lGE  - TOTAL 
SMALL (1 
lf,RGE  FlED  .  . 
t.!ANUF AOTUR I  NG  INDUSTRIES  1;~70  137  20  11  7  1,5~3 
..  Aircraft  '63  11  3  - 1  78  ..  . Food,  Drink,  Tobacco  215  32  2  ..  ..  249  ..  Chemica~; Rubber,  Glass  . .  213  14  8  1  ..  ~:SG  ..  Publishing,  Pr!ntlng,  Paper  63  4 
0  1  1  ...  09  ..  Electrical Enoineering  144  21  2  - 2  1&9  ..  rcrrous and  non-ferrous  .  .  ·  .  . 
metals  . 
119  15  1  ..  1  13G  .  ..  f1'otor  64  12  5  4  - .65  ..  . Oil  • 40  7  2  5  2  5G 
Eng i neer'i ng 
...  ..  General  and  constructional  303  10  4  ..  - 325  ..  {extile, Clothing,  Furniture  12G  3  - ..  1·  1:W 
BANKS  AND  INSURANCES  229  68  17  5  - 319 
..  Banks  123  50  ..·,  12  5  ..  190  ..  Insurance 
.. 
106  18  5  - - 129.  . 
PUBLIC  UTILITIES  195.  33  8  5  ..  241 
·.  '·  111  22  6  2  14~  ..  Electl'ic'i't.y,  Gas,  Water  .. 
~  .. 
84  I  11  ..  Tran!lJlort  2  3  - 100 
..  .. 
PUBLIC  ADMINISTRATION  620  54  '23  4  !I  708 
'·  '  ..  Government  Departments  95  13  9  ..  2  119  ..  - Pu~lic Bo<:fies  >  61  16  7  - - 84  ..  - Gpvdflmen 1.  and  0  ther:  Research  Establishments  .  .  . 91  6  2  4  - 103 
.. · Local  ~overnment  182  13  1  - - 196 
..  Armed  Services  191  6  4  - ·s  206  .  .. 
ATOMIC.  ENERGY  34  4  3  1  - 42  . 
..  .,  .  .  . 
,  UNIVERSITIES  &  OTHER  EDLtATIONAL  ESTABLISHM•  197  32  " 
6  - 239 
'·  . 
COMPUTER  MANUFACTURERS  & SERVICE  BUREAUS  217:  '69  1~  9  - 306 
..  .  ) 
MISCELLANEOUS  .ea  7  1 ...  - - 96  .  .  .. 
:  .  . .  . . 
T 0 T A V  2,950  A04  95  41  14'  · 31so4  .  . 
(1)  Excludi rig  'duk  comp~o~ters such.  as  NCR  500 123. 
, . 
TABLE  IV•r  bis  P6RCF:NUGE  OF  THE  COMPUTERS  ltJSTALLE[)  OY  INDUSTilY  (1968) 
~ 
DESK  EXTRA  UNCLASSI 
+  1-IE:O I  U!~  LARGE  LARGE  TOTAL'  .  FlED  SMALL  . 
' 
MANIFACTURING  INDUSTRIES  '. 4&.-4  33.9  29.4  26.8  50,0  44,4 
~  Aincraft  2,1  2,7  :S.2  - 7.2  2.2 
~  Food,  drink,- Tobacco  '  . 7  .. 3  7,9  2.1  ~  - 7,1 
- Chemical,  Rubber,  Glass  7.2  3,5  _8,4  2,4  - 6,0 
- Publishing,  Printing,  Paper  2.8  1 ,0·  1,0  2,4  - 2,(,  ..  Electrical Engineering  4  .. 9  5,2  2,1  - 14,2  4,8 
. - Ferrous and  non-ferrous 
metals  4.0  :S.7  1.0  - 7.2  :S,9 
Motor  '  2,2  3,0  5.:S  9,8  2,4  ..  - -Oil  1_. :s  1.7  2.1  12,2  14,2  1,G 
..  General  Rnd  constructional  engineering  10.3  4.5  4,2  - - 9,:S 
-
Textile,  Clothing,  Furniture  -4.3  0,7  - - 7.2  3,'1 
BANKS  AND  I  NSUflAI ICES  .  ."  7,8  16,8  17,9  12,2  - 9,1 
..  Oanks  ,·  ..  .......  4,2  12,4  12.6  12,2  - 5,4 
-Insurance  ..  3,6  4,4  5.:S  - - 3.7 
PUBLIC  UT IL IllES  6,{,  8.2  8,4  12_.2  - 6,9 
•  ElP.ctriclty,  Gas,  Water  3,8  5,5  6,:S  4  .. 9  - 4.0 
..  Trnnsport  2,8  2,7  2.1  7.3  - 2.9 
: 
PUOLIC  AOIINISmATJON  . 21 ,o  1:S.4  24.2  9.8  50,0  20,2 
-Government  Departments·  ..  3,2  3,2  9_.5  - 14,_2  3,4 
r  Public  Oodles  '  •·  2,0  4,.0  7,4  .. 
2_,4  '·  - .. 
.. Government  and  Other  Research  Establishments  . 3.1  1,5  2.1  9,8  - 2,9 
..  Local  Government  6,2  3,2  1,0  - - 5,6 
..  Armed  Services  . 
6.5  1,5  4,2  ~5.8  5.9  - I  . 
' 
ATOMIC  ENERGY  1.1  1,0  3,2  2.4  - 1,2 
; 
r Universities and  O~her Educational  Establishm•  6,7  7 .9.  4.2  14.6  - . 6,8  . 
..  Computer  Manufacturers·& Service Bureaus  7,4  17,1"  11 ,6·  22,0  - 8,7 
.. 
..  Mi  scell~rieous  l,O  1,  7  1,1  - - 2.7 
T 0 TAl  _100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0 CHAPTER  V 
Forecast of computer installations in the  EEC  countries 
and  the United  Kingdom  (1970-1980) 1 •  Forewcn:•d 
As  no  information reliable  enough  is available on  the  trends 
of computer replacement demand,  an analysis of the global 
~------
124• 
demand  (new  installations plus  replacement  demand)  is possible 
i'n  an  indirect way  only,  that is on  the basis of  an  g_~.sJJ.In..ed 
avg_:rage  lifetime of  a  computer.  ---------- ~ 
The  object of said analysis  therefore will be  the trend of 
the instnllations. 
Differing from  other investment  goods,  most  computers  are 
-r~d  The  annual  expend:i. ture for  hardware is function  of 
the number  and  types  of  the computers  installed. 
our analysis  has  been performed utilizing data concerning 
the value of installations  (1),  as in our opinion  they are more 
meaningful  than  the ones  concerning the number,  though within 
the limits of the  eyaluation method  of  such  a  value. 
When  forecasting,  indications will be  supplied on  the number 
of  computers  installed,  starting from  value data  and  assuming 
a  unit average value of a  computer. 
In  time-seri~s extrapolation,  desk  computers  have not been 
considered (2),  as  their detection  grew  accurate enough in 
recent  times,  and in some  European countries only. 
· (1)  That is,  the  annual  rental  fees. 
(2)  With monthly  rental  fee  less  than  $  2,000. 125. 
2.  Factors  explaining the  demand  trend 
Computers  belong to investment  goods  of an innovative kind. 
The'large and still widening range of applications  in all 
productive sectors  and services have  determined their  booming 
development.  Among  the factors which have conditioned and will 
condition the development  of  computer installations may  be 
mentioned  the following: 
offer pressure:  in the computer field,  characterized more 
by leasing than by  sales,  the manufacturers•  profit is 
proportioned with the number,  type  and unit value of  the 
computers presently in function.  Manufacturers  try therefore 
to promote additional demand,  that is to  extend the users• 
number,  and  the replacement  of old models  with more  recent 
and expensive ones.  In this case there is a  higher relation 
performance/price; 
- preceding development:  the knowledge  of new  computer 
applications  (as  of  any new  instrumental  good)  spreads, 
besides  th;r-ough  the manufacturers:promotional activity also 
through informal canals.  The  larger the use of  such a  good, 
the more  its applications  spread this way  (1); 
labour cost:  the various  levels of  labour cost and its 
dynamics  in different  countries may  weight  on  the diffusion 
(1)  In other words,  the number  of the computers  installed in 
a  certain market in a  certain period m~y be considered a 
function of  the number  of computers  installed in preceding 
periods.  Considering the number  of  the computers  in 
function in ·the year  t  as  l_ine~.r function  of  the computers 
installed in the year  -t-1,  we···obtain  a  correlation 
coefficient 0.98 for the u.s.  and  0.97  for  EEC  countries 
and  the u.JC. · degree  and  speed of computers,  when  they---are  employed  to 
replace human  worl<,  chiefly clerical work. 
This proves particuJarly true when  compU;ters  are employed 
126. 
to replace the simplest administrative operations  (accountina, 
wage~ and  salaries computations  and  so on),  But at advanced 
· stages  the computer function can.not  be regarded as  merely 
substitutive. 
In this case computers  have  to be considered a  wholly inno-
vative instrument and  the influence of  labour cost on  their 
development  becomes  pratically negligible; 
- strur:ture and  develo:pmPnt  of  the national  economir::  system: 
amona  the most  relevant factors  of  the computer diffusion 
we  must  consider: 
* the industriali7.ation of the country concerned; 
* the major or minor industrial concentration dearee of  sai.d 
country,  which contributes chiefly to determinate  the major 
or minor diffusion of  advanced models; 
- variations  of  the reln.tion perfo:rmn.ncejpri.ce  of computers: 
the difficulty to elaborate a  univocal parn.meter for  the 
quantification of  the performances  of different computer 
types,  does  not  allow to draw relation performance/price 
reliable enough. 
At  any rate,  said relation has  doubtlessly grown  with time 
especially  as  computer generations  have  developed and have 
contributed in a  larg~ degree to the  development  of total 
installations, 
• 127. 
Beyond  the  technological  evolution of  the hardware,  which 
allowed  a  steady increase in the data processing and storage 
speed,  the evolution of  the  software  extended and still 
extends  the applications  of  computers  and  allowed this way  to 
solve a  widening range  of problems  concerning scientific 
calculations  and  information processing.  From  this point of 
view  a  limitation to  the common  use of  computers  may  be re-
presented by the difficulty to have  available an  adequate 
number  of specialists fittingly prepared and  trained; 
- development  ~peed of hardware  expenditure in function  of  the 
economic  development  Jevel 
Factors  such  as  prices,  manufactures'  promotional  activity, 
evolution of  applications  may  he considered  as  to act not 
dissimilarly in different countries. 
But  their influence on  the development  of computer installations 
is conditioned by  the  economic  development  of  the country 
concerned and by its variations.  The  economic  development 
determininffi  the major or minor  speed by which  the use of 
computers  spreads in different countries. 
We  may  check it empirically taking the  GNP  (in absolute 
value or in pro capita value,  so  as  to allow a  comparison 
"between countries  of different size)  as  a  synthetic indicator 
of.the economic  development  level of  a  certain country. 
Considering the average  annual variation of  the  ratio. 
hardware/GNP  as  a  function of the average pro capita• GNP 
in each country,  we  may  obtain in fact  a  high  enough correlation (r=0.94)  coefficient (1). 
The  adoption of  a  function  of  this  type or of  a  similar one 
allows  anyway to analyze  the initial development ·of  the 
computer5  already operating  (or of their value),  but cannot 
be  employed  to  formulate  a  forecast. 
In  fact  in ou:r  opinion  the  demand  of new  installations will 
reach a  saturation level after a  period of  deep  growth. 
(1)  The  function we  adopted is 
logy.  = 0.115  +  0.96  log x. 
1  .  1 
where: 
128. 
y.  = annual  average variation of  the relation hardware 
1  expenditure/GNP  in  a  country i, in  the period 1962-1968. 
xi = average value of pro-capita GNP  in a  country i  in the 
period  196~-1963. 
• 
.. 129. 
3. Methodology employed  in the forecast  of  the computer installations 
development 
The·long range  development  of  computer installations  (expressed 
in value)  may  berepresented by a  temporal function of  a 
logistic type  (1). 
The  relation hardware  expenditure/GNP  has  been  taken as  a 
dependent variable in order to have comparable values  from 
each country. 
The  use of  a  logistic function  to interpret  the cursus  of said 
relation implies  that the hardware  expenditure,  after an 
initial period of steady absolute  growth,  slacken~  its 
development rate, pointing-to a relative saturation level. 
\o/hen  it nears  to it, the annual variation rate draws  near the 
GNP. 
In the European countries under  examination  (U.K.  excluded)  the 
relation hardware  expenditure will increase at a  growing rate. 
GNP 
The  development  of  the hardware  expenditures  compared with 
the  GNP  may  be put in the first branch of  a  logistical curb. 
For this reason too we  think it advisable  to  take  as  an 
interpretative model  ~or European countries the  US  development 
model,  taking into account  the delay in the hardware expenditure 
level at a  parity of GNP. 
1 
(1)  That is a  function of the type:  yt =a  +bet  ,where 
Yt  =  a  dependent variable 
t  = number  of years 
a  = reciprocal of the ceiling parameters 
b;c = function parameters. 130. 
Such  a  delay may  be  evaluated empirically comparing  the real 
level of  the relation hardware  expenditure/GNP in each country. 
In  1968  the lag expressed in years was  as follows: 
Germany  4.5 
France  5.5 
Italy  6 
Benelux  4.5 
EEC  5.  (average) 
UK  4 
EEC +UK  4.75  (average) 
The  rule followed  to process  the interpretative functions  is 
the following:  after evaluating the logistical function of 
\ 
the relation  hardware  expenditure/GNP  concerning the u.s.  and 
after detecting this way  the  ceiling  relation points 
· to,  we  assumed  that it may  be  the limit to which said relation 
will point also in the EEC  countries  and in the UK. 
After determining on  this basis  an  equal  ceiling for all EEC 
countries  and  the  UK,  we  found for  each country the logistical 
function best fitting to the historical series of  data. 
The  parameters  of  the functions  found  this way  are reported 
in the  table  v.a.: ) 
I 
TAB.  V.A  PARAMETERS  OF"  THE  LOGISTICAL  F"UNCTIOO  INTERPOLATING  THE  RELATION  HAROWARE·EXPENDITURE/GNP  IN 
. THE  U.S.A.,  EEC  COUNTRIES  AND  U.K. •THE  F"UNCTIOO  IS 
1 
g  •  e +  bet 
COUNTRIES  A  8  c 
USA  8.9236  118.564  0.71353 
GERMANY  8.9236  128.082  0.76100 
FRANCE  8.9236  182.124  0.74000 
ITALY  8.9236  134.986  0.00780 
BENELUX  8.9236  174.037  0.71969 
EEC  ·  .  8.9236  149.114  o. 75898 
UK  8.9236  143.178  0.73390 
EEC+UK  8.9236  147.600  0.75214 
131 •. 4.  An~lysis of  the results of  the projection 
On  the basis of  the calculation made,  the hardware  expenditure 
(in -dollars)  per one  mi Ilion dollars  GNP  wi 11  chang~  in  the 
following way  in the countries under  exmanination: 
Hardware  exocndi.ture ner  one mi.llion  dollars  GNP  in  the BBC 
132. 
coUl'l tries,  UK  and  us  in the years  1968-1970-1975-1980  (dollars) 
CountriPs  1968  1970  1975  1980 
Germany  2,403  3,590  7,270  9,845 
France  2,027  3,220  7,228  9,986 
Italy  1,807  2,549  5,169  7r995 
Benelux  2,351  3,798  8,141  10,447 
EEC  (average)  2,154  3,282  6,921  9,565 
UK  2,538  3,946  8,052  10,344 
EEC+UK  (average)  2,245  3,436  7,169  9,727 
USA  5,921  7,705  10,337  11,035 
In  1980  most  EEC  countries  and  the  UK  should therefore reach 
a  no_t  ve.ry  different  hardware  expenditure level  and  close 
to  10,000 dollars·per ·one  million dollars  GNP  (Italy should be 
placed at a  lower  level,  as its hardware  expenditure reaches 
about  8,000 dollars per one.million dollars  GNP). 
The  USA  should overcome  11,000 dollars.  The  gap  between  EEC-UK 
and  the  USA  will shrink remarkably. 
The  hardware  expenditure per one million dollars  GNP  in the  EEC 
countries  and  th€  UK  was  40%  that of  the US  in 1968  and will 133. 
reach  88%  in 1980,  even if the  lag already appreciable in 1980 
trends  to increase more  or less considerably in all countries 
considered. 
As  for the  EEC and  theUlC  as  a  whole,  the  lag in comparison with 
the  USA,  which was  about 4.4 years  in 1968,  should reach 
5.6 in 1975  and 6.8 years in 1980. 134. 
5.  Evaluation of  the  annual  hardware·-expenditure 
/;' 
On  the basis of  GNP  projections far 1980  v+)  of  each country 
hardware  and considering the evaluations of  the  ratio 
expenditure/GNP,  we  can estimate  the annual  expenditure 
for hardware in 1980  at  6.6 billion dollars in the  EEC 
countries and  at about8.4 billion dollars in the EEC  countries 
plus  the  UK.  In the  US  it will reach about  16.0 billion 
dollars  (  'l'ab'l-e"-w:~·~-..~ ·  •.. 
The·vaiues ·obtained do  not include expenditures for  desk 
computers,  which are relatively negligible.  Assuming  that in 
(1)  Forecasts have been made  on  the basis of  the following 
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4.  73 
4.3 
- for Germany,  Belgium  and Holland  1970-1975  forecasts  have 
been extennPd  to the period 1968-1980.  1970-1980 forecasts 
were  made  by  the Commission  des  Communautes 
Europeennes,  Direction Generale  des Affaires Economiques 
et financieres,  Groupe  d'Etude  des  Perspectives  Economiques 
a moyen  terme",  J'Wle  '1969; 
- for the  United Kingdom  the  source was  the  "National 
Institute of Economic  and Social Research"; 
- for Italy the  source was  the Ministero del Bilancio e 
della Programmazione  Economica,  Progetto  '80.  The  rate 
adopted is the  lowest for the period 1967-1980, 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 TAB.  V.C  INDEX  OF  THE  HARDWARE  EXPENDITURES  IN  T~E EEC  COUNTRIES  AND  THE  UK  IN  THE  YEARS 
1970-1975-1980  (US  expenditure  •  100) 
COUNTRIES  1968  1970  1975  1980 
GERMANY  6.6  7.0  10.6  13.3 
FRANCE  5.5  6.2  11.1  15.3 
ITALY  2.6  2.9  4.7  7.4 
BENELUX  2.1  2.6  4.2  5.1 
EEC  16.8  18.7  30.6  41.1 
UK  6.1  6.8  10.0  11.6 
EEC  + UK  22.9  25.5  40.6  52.7 
USA  100.0  100.0.  100.0  100.0 
136. • 
137. 
1980  the expenditure percentage  fo~ this computer  type 
total expenditure is equal  to the ,ctual US  one  (3.2%) 
1980  annual  global  expenditure for hardware in the  EEC 
of  the 
the 
countries 
and 'in the  UK  will be  about  8.7 bi4lion dollars.(~~+ 
On  the basis of  said evaluation,  tHe  annual  average 
growth rate of hardware  expenditure for the period 1968-1980 
will be  18.2%  in the EEC  countries 1and  the".UK  and  10.3%  in  the us, 
I 
with progressively decreasing values.  . 
Evaluation of the  annual  average growth  rate  of 




















-the source'for France is:  INSEE,  ~conomic Forecasts  to 1985. 
Report  carried out by the Programhdng Division INSEE  and by 
the Studies  and  Economic  Forecast Division of  the General 
Committee  for the Plan in the framework  of the preliminary 
works  for  the 6th Plan. 
Said report is mentioned in:  ISCO:,  Rassegna della letteratu-
ra sui cicli economici,  n!  3,  1969. 
The  growth rate adopte.d  i~ the lo'fest of  the hypothesized ones 
for the period 1970-1985,  assuming  a  quick  development; 
- the source for  the  US  is:  Economip  Report  of  the President, 
trasmitted to  the Congress  February  1970,  United States. 
Government  Printing Office,  Washington  1970. 
The  annual  average  growth rate of. the  GNP  forecast for the 
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u.s._,.  ..  ...  ..  ..  .. · 
EEC  end  U.K • 
·'  .  ..  .. .  ...  .. .  .  •' •' •'  ...  .. E.E.C.  and  U.K.  hardware  expenditure  as  compared  to  the  US 
will  grow  considerably high. 
In fact,  assuming  US  expenditure = 100,  the relation will be 
23  in 1968,  41  in 1975  and  53  in 1980. 
EEC  and  UK  hardware  expenditure in 1975  and 1980 will be 
equal  to the  US  one in 1968  and  1971. 
139• 
It iS generalJy considered that the purchasing price of  a  computer 
corresponds  to about four ·annual  rental 
The  value of computer installations in the EEC  and UK  as  a 
whole  and in the  US  can be evaluated as  follows  (at purchase 
price of new  installations): 
Value  of  the com:Euter  installations at :2urchase Erices for the 
years  1968-1970-1975-1980  (billion dollars) 
1968  1970  1975  12.§.Q 
EEC+UK  4.5  7.5  19.7  33.8 
us  19.8  29.4  48.7  64.7 140. 
6.  Evaluation· o£  variations m the computer installations 
number  in the  EEC  and the  UK 
The  average  annual rental  fee for one  computer  (desk  type 
excluded)  in 1968  was  $  81,100 in Benelux,  $  113,900 in France, 
114,400 in the us.  The  EEC  and  UK  average was  $  90,800. 
The  number  o£  extra-large computers  whose  launching has  just 
begun in the  Europea~ market,  should increase considerably in 
the period 1970-1975  and will cause higher average rental 
fees.  In 1975  it will be  equal  to the present  US  one,  that 
is,about $  114,000. 
A further increase in  the annual  average ·rental fee of 
computers  installed in the EEC  and  UK  will be determined by 
the introduction o£  a  more  advanced computer  type,  mo~e 
expensive  than the present extra-large ones.  The  market share 
o£  both·typesshould consolidate in the second hal£ o£  the 
seventies. 
Let us assume  that the annual  average rental  fee between  1975 
and  1980  increasesat the same  rate.  as it  did  between  1965  and 
1968  in the EEC  and  the  UIC  because o£  the introduction o£ 
extra-large computers.  As  a  consequence,  in 1980  the annual 
average  rental  fee o£  computer installations will be 
about  $  130,000 •. 
Considering these values. and the total expenditure,  we  may 
estimate that in 1980  about  65.000 computers will be operatingin 
the· EEC  and  the UK  (desk  type  excluded) • 141. 
For an indicative evaluation o£  the total number  o£  computer 
installations,  we  may  say that the present percentage of desk 
computers installed .in the EEC  and.the  UK  will change  at the same 
growth  rate·as did.the US  average percentage o£  this computer 
type in the years  1965  to 1969  compared with the average o£ 
the preceding period. 
On  the basis o£  this hypothesis,  the number  o£  computers 
operating in the EEC  and in the UK  will increase from  15,800 
in 1968  to 59,900 in 1975  to 96,600 in 1980.(Fig.  V.2J 
Forecast o£  the number  of com:2uters o:2eratins: in the EEC  and 'the 
UK  (1968-1970-1975-1980) 
ComEuter  tyt>es  1968  1.2ZQ  1975  1980 
Desk  3,343  5,800- 16,700  31,600 
Small,  medium,  large, 
extra-large  12,466  19,400  43,200  65,000 
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1·  Forecast of  the global  demand 
In order to carry out  an indicative evaluation  o~ the European 
computer market  (at pUrchase  prices),  we  assumed  two  average 
computer lifetimes, 6  and  8  years~ 
on  the basis of these hypotheses  (1),  the global  demand  for 
computer installations in the EEC  and  the  UK  may  be evaluated at 
2.0/2.2 billiomdollars in 1970,  4.1/4.4 billion dollars in 
1975,  5.9/6.9 in 1980,  of which  2.7 billions are for new 
installations and  3.2/4.1  billions for replacement. 
( 1)  We  assumed  that  the rep.lacement  demand  in the year t  is 
equal  to the  demand.for new  installations and  to the. 
replacement  demand  in the year t-6  (first hypothesis)  or 
t-8  (second hypothesis).  Repla.cement  demand  of 1968  and 
of preceding years  has  been  evaluated approocimately  and 
considered equal  to the demand  for new  installations of 
6-8 years before. 144. 
EEC  and  UK  comEuter market  ~at Eurchase  Erice - billion dollarsl 
... 
Years  Demand  £or new  Replacement  Total  installations  demand 
1969  1. 3  0.2-0.3  1.5-1.6 
1970  1.  7  0.3-0.5  2.0-2.2 
1971  2.0  0.3-0.4  2.3-2.4 
1972  2.3  o.5-o.8  2. 8-3.1 
1973  2.5  0.6-1.0  3.1-3.5 
1974  2.7  0.9-1.4  3.6-4.1 
1975  2.8  1. 3-1.6  4.1-4.4 
1976  2.8  1.5-2.2  4.35-5.15 
1977  2.8·  2.0-2.8  4.85-5.25 
1978  2.8  2.3-3.0  5.1-5.8  . 
1979  2.8  2.8-3.5  5.6-6.3 
1980  2.7  3.2-4.1  5.9-6.8 
,. • 
8.  Trend  toward  employment  of more  advanced computer  types 
The  available data on  computer replacement· in the  UK  allow 
to  draw  some  conclusions on  the  tendency of firms  or bodies 
which already employ  a  computer  to replace it with a  more 
advanced  type 
SIZE  CLASS  DISTRIBUTION  OF  CO~PUTERS REPLACED  IN  1958  AND  1959  IN  THE  UK 
::s:: 
SMALL  MEDII.M  LARGE 
Number  ~  Number  " 
Number  "  . 
DESK  2  0.9  - - - -
SMALL  154  66.9  6  .15.4  - -
MEDII.M  60  26.1  17  3.6  - -
LARGE  14  6.1  14  35.9  2  33.3 
EXTRA  LARGE  - - 2  5.1  4  66.1 
TOTAL  230  100.0  39  100.0  6  100.0  --
(1)  SOURCE:  DATA  PROCESSED  FROM  ~COMPUTER SURVEY"  NOV.-DEC.  1968  AND  NOV.-DEC.  1969. 
It can be concluded that thelarger' the size of  the  ~omputer is to 
the.stronger is the  tendency to  repiaceit. 
In fact  32  extra-large size computers  have been replaced as 
against  100  small ones,  41  against 100  medium  ones  and  67 
against  100  large ones. 
145 • 
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9.  Evaluation of  the European market  for extra-large computers 
Introduction  of extra-large computers  in  the European . 
countries  took  pl~ce only recently,  and it is not possible 
therefore to  detec~ a  development  trend. 
We  may  anyway  formulate  some  hypotheses on  the growth possi-
bility of this sector of  the EHropean  market.  In fact we 
can consider  the  developme!lt· which has  already taken place  in 
.the  USA  and  certain twpotheses  on  the evolution of  la;rger·· 
computer  types.  . 
The  hypothes~s are the follovnng: 
a.  The  average  size of larger computers  tends still to 
increase.  The  average  annual . rental fee of this class 
will increase at the  same  percentage rate -hipothesized 
·for all computers  (see paragraph 6) ·as  a  whole,  that 
is from  the present S 908.000  to  S 1  .• 1_oo·~ooo in 1975. to 
1.307.000 in 1980. 
b.  Considering  the introduction of  high  per.formance 
computers  we  thought it advisable  to divide the extra-large 
elass  (1)  into two  parts:  one of  them concer~ing computers 
with rental  fees between 0.8  a~d 1.2 million nollars 
and  the other concerning  extra  large  computer~ 
with  an annual rental·· fee  exceeding  $  1.2. million. 
The  number  of computers  belonging  to these categories in the 
EEC  and  the  UK  in· 1980  and  the annual  corresponding ex-
penditure may  be estimated  on  the basis of  the following: 
(1)  Computers with annual rental fees  exceding  $  840.000. 
• ~. 
147· 
1st  hypothesis  : in 1980  the percentage of extra large computers 
expressed in number,  will be equal  to  the present us  one 
( 2. 2%) •  The  annual  expenditure can be  deduced·,  considering 
the average  le·asing fee  mentioned  above. 
2nd hypothesis  :'in 1980  the percentage rate of  hardware  expe~ 
diture for extra-large'  computers in the EEC'  and  the  UK  will be 
equal  to  the present US  one  (16,. 2%).  Thus  the  . number  · .; 
of.the computer installations  can be determined • 
. Finally it can be estimated that  the ratio between cuzrent ~xtra 
large computers  and.  those mentioned  ·above will  be  equal  in 
1980  to  the pre'sent  orebetween  US  large and  extra-large 
computers  in June 1969. 
Percentage distribution in number  and  value of US  large and 
extra-large computers  in June  1969 
Number  % 
Large 
Extra large 
Total  100.0 




On  the basis of these hypotheses  and  considering in 1975 
intermediate values between  the present ones  and  the ones 
evaluat~d for 1980,  we  can  estimate  that  ·in the  EEC 
and  UK  there will be operating 590/701)  computers of  thesuperior 
classes  in 1 97 5,  90/105 of which ,·with an  annual  leasing fee 
higher  than  2 million dollars. 
In 1980 the9: will be 1050/1450,  310/425  of which; with  an 
annual  leasing fee higher than 1.2 million dollars.  The 
relative aru1ual  expenditure will be 635/880 million dollars. 
.  EXTRA  LARGE  Ca.1PUTER  NUMBER  AND  RELATIVE  EXPENDilURE  IN  TI-E  EEC  AND  UK  IN  1975  AND  1980 
COMPUTER  INSTALLATION  NUMBER  ANNUAL  EXPENDilURE  (M.  dollars) 
RENTAL  FEE  CLASSES  -
(thousand  dollars) 
1st HYPOTHESIS 
from  0.8 to 1  ;;2  121  600  1,025  110  595  1,015 
above  - 105  425  - 180  880 
TOTAL  121  705  1,450  110  775  1,895 
2nd  HYPOTHESI 5 
from  o.a  to 1.2  121  500  . 7'40  110  500  735 
above  - 90  310  - 150  635 
TOTAL  121  590  11050  110  650  1)370 .  .  . 
> 
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NUMBER  OF  COMPUTERS  INSl/oLL[O AT  Til[.  [Nil  OF  [ACH  YEAR  UY  MANUFACTURfH  AND  II.OO[L 
(1962  - 1969) 
MANUFACT~ER  NAME  OF  COMPUTER  19&2  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967  1968  1969 
BULL  GE  GAMMA  ET  12  10  14  14  10  1  2 
GAMMA  300  10  7  14  13  10  4  3  3 
GAMMA  60  '2'  1  1  2  2  2  2  2 
GAMMA  30  13  20  22  20  21  21  21 
GAMMA  10  4  57  110  174  186  183 
·CAB  500  4  5  5  4  6  6  5 
S:R IES  400  2  6  13  17  27  34 
GE  55  1  35  76  146 
GE  115  .  5  24  54  BS 
GE  265  1  2  3 
TOTAL  24  35  60  119  175  285  379  482 
BURROUGHS  B 200/300/500  2  7  11  14  17  20 
-.  B 2500/3500  4  7 
B  5500/6500  1 
TOTAL  2  7  11  14  21  28  --
CDC  160/A  1  1  1  1  .1  1 
3600  1  2  2  2  2  2 
3200  1  2  4  5  5  5 
3300  4  4  5 
3100  1  1  1 
8090  1  1  1  1  1 
8092  1  1  1  1  1 
1700  3  5  9  12 
TOTAL  3  7  12  20  24  28 
Cll  330  1  1 
510  1  7  13  17  17  21 
PALLAS  (SETI)  1  2  2  2  2 
10010  1  1  5 
10020  2  2  3  . 
9010  4  6  6 
9040  - 1  1 
·.:9080  1 
TOTAL  1  9  16  26  29  39  --. 
DIGITAL Ec;tJIPMENT  POPS  1  1  1  1  1 
CORP.ORATION  POP?  1  3  3  3  3 
PDP  8/es/1  3  9  21  28  53 
SOURCE:  AOP  NEWSLETTER  (EUROPEAN  COMPUTER  CENSUS)  AND  EDP  EUROPE  REPORT-REVISED  BY  SORIS. -· 
.. 
[  BENE:LUX  NUM£lER  OF  COMPUTERS  INSTALUO  AT  TilE  END  OF  EACH  YEAR  BY  MANUFACTURER  AND  MODEL 
(1962·1909) 
MI.NUFACTLRER  NAME  OF  COMPUTER  1%2  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967 
. 
follows: 
DIGITAL  EQUI~~ENT  POP  9 
CORPORA Tl ON  POP  10 
~  5  .  1.3  25 
. 
HONEYWELL  H 200  1  6  6  9  . 
H 620/610  1  1  1 
H 1200/1250  2  4 
H 120/125  3  4 
OOP  116  ..  4 
OOP  516  1 
.. 
!Q.ill.  1  7  12  23  . 
I 
IBM  305  5  4  5  3 
I  650  20  6  7  5  3  1 
704/705  2  2  2  1  1  1 
1401  70  120  176  185  196  142 
1410  3  11  17  19  18  18 
1440  13  45  53  44 
1460  2  4  4  4 
1620  3  21  25  28  28  23 
1800  1  11 
1130  11  48 
7040/44  2  3  4  4 
7070/72/74  1  3  2  1  1  1 
7090/94  1  2  2 
360/2()/25  43  190 
360/30  8  47  91 
360/40  20  43 
360/50  1  9 
360/60/65/67 
360/75 
TOTAL  104  167  251  30.3  43_3  6.32 
SOURCE:  ADP  NEWSLETTER  (EUROPEAN  COMPUTER  CENSUS)  AND  EDP  EUROPE  REPORT.REVISED  BY  SORIS •• 
181. 
1968  1969 
4  10 
1  2 
37  69 
8  8 
1  1 
4  6 
7  14 
4  4 
3  3 
'Z1  36 
4  3 
1  1 
140  83 
9  8 
147  1, 
21  13 
17  24 
99  123 
4  3 
1  1 
1 
324  438 
121  133 
74  72 
19  26 
1  4 
1  2 
884  97.3 FOLLOW  TABLE  IV,10 
[owrtux 
182. 
NUMBER  OF  CO~IPUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  TilE  END  OF  EACH  YEI.R  BY  MI.NUFACTURER  AND  MODEL 
(1962  - 1969) 
MANUFACTUI~FR  NAME  OF  COMPUTER  1962  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967  1968  1969 
ICL  MARK  1  1  -
MERCURY  1  1  1  '1  1 
1:500/1/2  1 .  1  1  1  1 
1900  series  1  4  11  14 
ELLIOTT  ARCH 
502/503  1  1  2  3  3  3  3  3 
ELLIOTT  ARCH 
802/803  4  6  11  11  11  11  10  10 
ELLIOTT  A.RCH 1000  1  1  3  3  3  3 
900  SERIES  3  3  3 
ARGUS  100  1  ·1  1 
ARGUS  500  1 
TOTAL  'J  9  16  17  20  26  31  35  --
ITT 
'-.._  STANTEC  ZEBRA  15  11  11  11  5  1  -
...,  ER  56  1  1  1 
I  TOTAL  16  12  12  11  5  1 
MONROE  MONROBOT  XI  .2  2  3  3  2  2  --
TOTAL  2  2  3  3  2  2  --
NCR  315/RMC  3  8  11  14  19  19  -
SERIES  100  1  9 
SERf ES  200  3 
TOTAL  3  8  11  14  20  31 
PHILIPS  X-1  14.  11  15  18  16  12  14  14 
X-2/4  7  4  3  3 
X-8  2  B  13  16  16 
PR  8000  2  8  12  13  13 
PR  9200  13  41  60 
PASCAL  Ill  1  1 
p  1000  8 
DS714  B 
TOTAL  14  11  16  23  39  54  88  122  --
SCIENTIFIC  DATA  ~OS 9:50  1  1  1  2 
sos  92  1  1  1 
SOS  SIGMA  7  1  1  1 
TOTAL  1  3  3  4 
' 
SOURCE:  AOP  NEWSLETTER  (EUROPEAN  COMPUTER  CENSUS)  AND  EDP  EUROPE  REPORT-REVISED  BY  SORIS, FOLLO'vl  TAOLE  I •• 1  U 
183. 
BENlLUX  NUMB[R  OF  COI~PUTERS  INST/Ill[D  AT  TilE  END  OF  F.ACH  YEAR  BY  MANUFACTURER  AND  WOD[L 
(1962  - 1969) 
MANUFACTURER  NAME  OF  COt·IPUTER  1962  196~  1%4  1965  1966  1967  1968  1969 
S  I  EMENS-ZUSE  :z  25  3  4  5  2  1 
z 23  1  1  1 
302  1  ~  5 
30~  1  1  3  7 
304  1  3  3 
305  1  3  2 
4004/15  1  4  5  5 
4004/35  2  2 
4004/45  .  1  4  6  11 
DIGISET  1 
TOTAL  4  8  18  27  37  --
TELEFUNKEN  TR4  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  2 
TR  10  1  1  1  1  1 
--
'  3  TOTAL  1  1  2  3  3  3  3  --
UNIVAC  ss 80/90  9  12  12  13  .  12  12  11  11  --
UNIVAC  Ill  1  1  2  2  2  2  2 
418/422  1  3  6  4  4  4 
1004/5  20  ~6  46  67  92  82  6~ 
1040/50  2  4  6  11  11  9 
9200/9300  ~  50  74 
1108  1 
9400  1 
TOTAL  9  33  52  68  93  124  160  165  -
OTHER  MANUFACTU- MINSK  1  1  2  2  2 
RERS  LINASEC  - 4  4  5  5  7 
RAYTHEON  PB  250  1  1  1 
VARIAN  9 
• 
TOTAL  175  270  422  600  861  1.277  1.  741  2.070  --
-
SOURCE  AOP  NEWSLETTER  (EUROPEAN  COMPUTER  CENSUS)  AND  EDP  EUROPE  REPORT-REVISED  BY  SORtS. TABLE  IV.11 
[B"Et.GIUM 
NUMO[R  OF  COMPI.JHRS  INSTALLED  AT  THE  END  OF  EACH  Y~AR BY  MANUFACTURER  AND  MODEL 
(1965:..1969) 
M~.NUf'ACTURER  NAME  OF  COMPUTER  1965  19G6  1967  1968 
BULL  GE  GAMMA  ET  9  7  - 1 
GAMMA  10  27  51  69  72 
GAMMA  30  11  10  11  11 
GAMMA  60  2  2  2  2 
GE  55  1  22  43 
GE  115  4  16  30 
GE  265  1 
SERIES  300  9  8  2  1 
GE  415  4  6  7  9 
GE  425  2  3  4  7 
{ 
CAB  500  4  3  5  5 
TOTAL  68  95  138  182  --
BURROUGHS  B 200/:300/500.  3  5  7  7 
B 2500/3500  2 
B 5500/6500 
TOTAL  3  5  7  9 
CDC  3200  1  1  2  2 
1700 
TOTAL  1  1  2·  2  --
Cll  510  6  12.  16  16 
90-10  3  5. 
330  1  1  . 
90-40  1 
10010  1  1 
10020  2  2 
TOTAL  7  13  22  25  --
DIGITAL  EQUIPMENT  PDP  8/ 1/S  1  3 
CORPORA Tl ON  PDP  10  1 
PDP  9 
TOTAL  1  .  4 
HONEYWELL  120/125  2  3  1 
200  3  1  4  4 
1250 
TOTAL  3  3  7  5 





































FOLLOI~  TABLE  IV.  11 
lsELGIUM 
NlJMOER  OF  COMruTfRS  INSTALLED  AT  THE  END  OF  EACH  YE/.R  BY  MANUFACTURER  AND  MODEL 
(1955:.1969) 
MANUFACTURER  NAME  OF  COMPUTER  1955  1%6  1967  1968 
IBM  :560/20/25  2:5  80  126  - -- 360/30  5  24  46  - 63  ·-
360/40  12  25  :54 
360/50  2  6 
650  2  1  1 
1130  8  28  58 
1401  91 
.. 
98  72  7:5 
1410  6  5  .5  2 
1440/60  39  47  40  :59 
1620  21  ~1  18  14 
I  1800  1  8  14 
7040  3  4  4  4 
7070  1  1  1  1  -
305  2 
TOTAL  170  244  :5:50  4:55  --
ICL  1900  SERIES  4 
FERRANTI  MERCURY  1  1 
802  2  2  2.  2 
803  3  :5  :5  3 
FERRANTI  ARGUS  100  1  1 
TOTAl,  6  6  6  10 
NCR  :515  2  -
4  4  5 
CENTURY  100  1 
'  CENTURY  200 
TOTAL  2  4  4  6 
PHILIPS  ELECTRO- --
LOGICA  X214  -- 1  1  1 
' 
X8  1  1 
PR8000  2  2  4  4 
PR9200  1 
i'1000 
TOTAL  2  3  6  7 
UNIVAC  uss  80/90  3  3  :5  2 
418  1  2  2 
1004  15  11  20  14 
1005  9  8  11 



































16 rOLL0\<1'  TABLE  IV.  11 
I  BELGIUM 
NUI·IOER  Or  COMPUT£RS  INSTALLED  AT  THE  fND  or EACH  YEAR  BY  MANUFACTURER  AND  MODEL 
(19&5:..1969) 
J.,ANUr AC TURER  NAME  Or  COMPUTER  ·  19&5  196&  1967  1968 
follows: 
UNIVAC  1050  2  2  3  3 
9200  !· 
7 
~00  ·8 
9400 
TOTAL  20  26  37  47 
S  I EMENS-ZUSE  Z23  1  1  1  -
Z25  3  3  3 
:502/:50 3/:305  3  8 
4004/15  3  4 
f  4004/45  1  2 
4004/35  1 
DIGISET 
TOTAL  4  4  11  15  -- OTHER  'IANUFACTU- ZEBRA  1  1  ..... 
RERS  LINASEC  1  1 
SET I  PALLAS  . 1  ., 
VARIAN 
TOTAL  287  --
406  572  748 
I 
' 
SOURCE:  RAAD  GEVENDEN  BUREAU  BERENSCHOT-DIEBOLD  N.V.  REVISED  DY  SOBEMAP,-
186. 














903 TABLE  IV,  12 
I  NETHERLANDS I 
N  ~U:;_M,;;;;.I3~[1.;..?  ,;;;;.OF,......;;C.;o..OM.;...PU..:;..;..:TI..;..R.::.S...;I~N:.:.;o..ST..;..A~L.::..;L[..:.O_A-'T"-'-TI...:~E;_;;_EN...:.D_.;;.O~  EACII  YEAR  BY  M~N_U_F_AC_TU_RE_R_A_N_D  f.IODEL 
(1%5: 1969) 
t.1ANUrACTURER  NAME  OF  COMPUTER  1%5  1966  1967  1908 
.. 
BULL  GE  GAMMA  ET  5  3  1  1 
GAMMA  10  30  59  105  114 
GAMMA  30  11  10  10  10 
GE  55  13  33 
'  GE  115  1  a.  24 
GE  265  1  1 
SERIES  300  4  2  2  2 
GE  415  2  4  6 
i 
GE  425  2  2  5 
CAB  500  1  1  1  1 
TOTAL  51  80  147  197 
BURROUGHS  B 200/300/500  4  6  7  10 
B  2500/:SSOO  2 
!Q.ill  :4  6  7  12 
CDC  1&J-A  1  1  1  1  -
1700  3  5  9 
3150  1  1 
3200  1  3  '  ·3  3 
3300  4  4 
3600  2  2  2  2  . 
8090  1  1  1  1 
8092  1  1  1  1 
!Qill  6  11  18  22 
Cll  510  1  1  1  1, 
'  90-10  1  1 
90-80 
TOTAL  1  1  2  2 
DIGITAL  EQUIPMENT  POPS  1  1  1  1 
CORPORATION  POP7  1  3  3  3 
POP  8/1/S  3  9  20  25 
POP  9  4 
TOTAL  5  13  24  33 
































58 .  FOLLO'I'  . TABLE  IV.  12 
I  NETh'ERLA~DS 1 
NUMBER  OF  COMPUTffiS  INSTALLED  AT  THE  END  OF  EACH  YEAR  BY  MANUFACTURER  AND  MODEL 
(1965:1969) 
f.IANUFACTURER  NAME  OF  COMPUTER  1905  19&&  1967  1968 
HONEYWELL  DDP  516  1  3 
120/125  '·  1  1  6 
200  :5  5  5  4 
1200/1250  2  4  4 
610/620  1  1  1  1 
DDP  116  4  4 
TOTAL  4  9  16  22  --
IOM  360/20/25  20  110  198 
3&0/:30  3  23  45  58 
I  3f!J/40  8  18  40 
3&0/50  1  '1  13 
3&0/65  1 
3&0/75  1 
650  3  3  3 
705  1  1  1  1 
11:30  3  20  41 
1401  94  98  70  67 
1410  13  13  13  7 
1440/00  10  10  8  8 
1620  7  7  5  7 
1800  3  3 
7090  1  2  2  1 
305  1 
TOTAL.  133  189  302  449  --
.. 
ill  1900  SERIES  1  4  7 
1:301  1  1  1 
ARCH  1 
' 
3  3  3 
900  SERIES  3  3 
503  3  3  3  3 
803  6  6  6  5 
ARGUS  500. 
TOTAL  11  14  20  21  --
.. 
-
































FOLLOW  TNJLC  IV.  12 
I  NETHERLANDS 1 
NUr.l[lER  OF'  COMPlJTI RS  INSTALLED  AT  THE  END  OF  EACH  YEAR  BY  Mf,NUFACTURER  AND  MODEL 
(1965.:.1969) 
MANUFACTU~ER  NAME  OF  COMPUTER  19G5  1966  1967  1968 
' 
NCR  315  6  7  10  14 
CENTURY  100 
TOTAL 
PHILIPS  ELECTRO-
6  7  10  14 
LOGICA  X1  18  16  12  14 
X2  6 
}3  }2  X4 
i  X8  2  8  12  15 
PR8000  6  8  9 
PR9200  13  40  . 
PASCAL  111/P  100  1 
OS  714 
TOTAL  21  36  48  80 
TELEF'UNKEN  TR4  2  2  2  2 
·TR  10  1  1  1  1 
TOTAL  3  3  3  3  --
!lliillf  U Ill  2  2  2  2 
uss  86/90  10  9  9  9 
418  1  2  2  2 
1004  31  33  52  39 
'  1005  14  12  18 
1040  2  4  4 
1050  2  2  4  4 
9200  I· 
23 
9:300  12 
422  2  3 
1108 
TOTAL  48  67  B7  113 


























112 FOLLOW  TABLE  IV.  12 
I  NETHERLANDS I 
NUM8F.R  OF  COMPUTfRS  INSTALLED  AT  THE  END  OF  EACH  YE~R BY  MMWFACTURER  AND  MODEL 
(1965:1969) 
~IANUFAC  TURER  NAME  OF"  COMPUTER  .  1965  1%6  1967  1968 
S  I EMENS..ZUSE  Z25  1  2  2 
~2/303/305  1  . 1  4 
4004/15  1  1  1 
4004/45  1  3  4 
4004/35  1 
TOTAL  4  7  12  --
OTHER  MANUFACTU-
RERS  ZEBRA  10  4  1 
.'  lo11NSK  1  1  2  2 
LINASEC  4  4  4  4 
PB  250  1  1 
SETI  PALLAS  1  1  2  2 
VARIAN 
MONROE: 
MONRO BOT  XI  3  3  2  2 
505: 
930  1  1  1 
92  1  1 

















TOTAL  313  455  705  993  1.167 
' 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 TABLE  IV.  14  bis  195. 
I  BELGIUM I 
PERCENTAGE  DISTRIBUTION  OF  THE  NUMBER  OF  COMPUTERS  INSTALLED  BY  Sl ZE  CLASSES 
CLASS  1965  1.9126  1967  1968  19&9 
DESK  11,8  16,5  ?3,7  26,4  29,0 
SMALL  81,9  75,4  66,9  64,0  61,5  . 
MEDIUM  4,9  7,4  8,0  8,0  7,1 
LARGE  1,0  0,7  1,0  1,2  1,4 
EXTRA  LARGE 
UNCLASSIFIED  0,4  0,4 ..  . 0,4  1,0 
T 0  T A l  .100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0 TABLE  IV,  14  ter 








ANNUAL  RATE  OF  GROIHH  OF  COMPUTERS  INSTALLATIONS 
(number) 
19&5  1%6  1967 
- +  9711  +  103,0 
- +  30,1  +  25,1 
- + 114,3  +  53,3 
- - +100,0 
- - -
- +  41,3  +  41,0 
TOTAL  EXCLUDING  DESK  - + _33, 9  +  28,8 
196. 
• 
1968  1909 
+  45,6  +32,3 
+  25,0  +15,6 
+  30,4  +6,  7 
+  50,0  +44,4 
- -
+  30,7  +20,4 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE  IV.  15  bis·  · 
I  NETHERLANDS I 
PERCENTAGE  DISTRIBUTION  OF  THE  NUMBER  OF'  COMPUTERS  INSTALLED  BY  51 ZE  CLASSES 
CLASS  19&5  1966  1967  19GB  1969 
; 
DESK  16,4  20,5  26,6  24,8  25,5 
SMALL  72,1  67,0  60,7  62,6  62,0 
MEDIUM  8,3  10,1  10,2  10,0  8,7 
LARGE  1,3  1,3  1,6  1,  7  1,5 
EXTRA  LARGE  .  0,2  0,6 
UNCLASSIFIED  1,9  1,1  o:9  0,7  1,  7 









ANNUAL  RATE  OF  GROWTH  OF  COMPUTERS  INSTALLATIONS 
(number) 
1905  1966.  1967 
- + 82,4  + 101,1 
- +  35,1  +  40,5 
- +  76,9  +  56,5 
- + 50,0  + 83,3 
- - -
- +  45,5  + 54,8 
TOTAL  EXCLUDING  DESK  - + _:sa, 3  + 42,9" 
199. 
1968  1969 
+ 31,6  +21,1 
+  45,2  +16,6 
+  37,5  +2,0 
+ 54,5  +5,9 
- +250,0 
+  41,0  +17,8 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 TAGLE  IV,  17 
ESTIMATED  ANNUAL  VALUE  OF  COMPUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  THE  END  OF  EACH  YEAR,  BY  SIZE 
CLASSES.  {  1) 
{1955-19&9)  {thousand  dollars) 
CLASS  1965  1966  1967  1908 
DESK  660,0  1.365,6  2.605,8  :5.744,0 
SMALL  1:5.296,0  17.4:10,4  21.173,4  28.290,6 
MEDIUM  2.:595,8  5,924,4  9,398,4  12.588,0 
LARGE  1.285,0  1. 286,0  2.534,4  .3.661,0 
EXTRALARGE 
!2.W::  17.6:56,8  25,996,4  35,712,0  48,28:5,6 
TOTAL  EXCLUDING  DESK  16.976;8  24,6:50,8  :53,106,2  44,539,6 
SOURCE:  SOPIS. 








49,597,4 TABLE  IV,  17  bis 
204. 
I  BELGIUM/· 
PERCENTAGE  DISTRIBUTION  OF  THE  VALUE  OF  COI·~f'lJTERS  INSTALLED  (AT  THE  END  OF  UCH  YEAR) 
BY  SIZE  CLASSES  (1) 
CLASS  1905  1906  1967  1968 
. 
DESK  3, 7  5,3  7,3  7,7 
SMALL  . 75,4  67,0  59,3  58,6 
MEDIUM  13,6  22,8  26,3  26,1 
LARGE  7,3  4,9  7,1  7,6 
EXTRA  LARGE 
T 0 T A L  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0 















ANNUAL  RATE  OF  GROWTI;l  OF COMPUTERS  INSTALLATIONS  ( 1) 
(value) 
1905  1906  1957  1968 
- +  106,9  +  90,8  +  43,7 
- +  31 ,o  +  21' 5  +  33,6 
- + 147,3  + 58,6  + 33,9 
- +  0,1  + 97,1  +  44,5 
- - - -
- +  47,4  + 37,4  + 35,2 
TOTAL  EXCLUDING  DESK  - +  45,1  + 34,4  + 34,5 




+  8,8 
+  7,5 
+  44,2 
-
+ 12,0 
+ 11,4 TABLE  IV,  18 
NETHERLANDS 
ESTIMATED  ANNUAL  VALUE  OF  COMPUTERS  INSTALLED  AT  TnE  END  OF  EACtl  YEAR,  BY  SIZE 
CLASSES.  (  1) 
(  1965-1959)  (thousand  dollars) 
CLASS  1965  1906  1967  1908 
DESK  1.063, 2  1.813,2  3.404,4  4. 330,8 
SMALL  14.768,4  19.734,6  "24.272,4  32.092,2 
MEDIUM  4.150,8  7.968,0  13.298,4  19.326,0 
lARGE  2.253,0  3.486,0  5,406,0  7.401,0  . 
EXTRALARGE  - - ..  1,818,0 
TOTI>L  22.235,4  33,001,8  46.381,2  64,968,0 
TOTAL  EXCLUDING  DESK  21.172,2  31,188,6  42,976,8  60,637,2 
.&lURCE:  &lRIS . 









70.619,0 TABLE  IV.  18  bls 
I  NETHERLANDS I 
PERCEf~TAGE DISTRIBUTION  or  THE  VALUE  OF  COMPUTERS  INSTALLED  (AT  THE  END  OF  EACH  YEAR) 
BY  SIZE  CLASSES  (1) 
-
CLASS  1965  1966  19G7  1968 
. 
DESK  4,8  5,5  7,3  6,7 
SMALL  66,4  59,8  52,3  49,4 
MEDIUM  18,7  24,1  28,7  29,7 
LARGE  10,4  10,6  11,7  11,4  - EXTRA  LARGE  - - - 2,8 
-
T 0 T A l  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0 







100,0 TABLE  IV,  18  ter  208. 
I  NETHERLANDS I  AlmUAL  RATE  OF  GRO\t.'TH  OF  COMPUTERS  INSTALLATIONS  (1) 
(value) 
CLASS  19&5  196&  19G7  19&8  19&9 
.  --
DESK  - +  70,5  +  87,8  +  27,2  + 13,4 
' 
SMALL  - +  33,6  +  23,0  +  32,2  + 16,5 
MEDIUM  - +  92,0  + 6&,9  ~  45,3  +  2,3 
LARGE  - +  54,7  +  55,1  +  36,9  - 1,4 
l 
EXTRA LARGE  - - - .  +238,6 
~  - +  48,4  +  40,5  + 40,1  +  16,3 
,TOTAL  EXCLUDING  DESK  - +  47,3  +  37,8  + 41,1  + 16,4 
(1)  Installations are evaluated on  the basis of the  annual  rental. •
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